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VOLUME

ALBUQUERQUE,

120

NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, FEHHUAHY i0. U)0G.
MASSACRE HAS

PRESIDENT AGAINST SENATE AND

ES

COME TO BLOWS
Timely

Counsel

Keeps
PADILLA'S

at Last Been Abandoned by Both Sides to the Railway Rate
Regulation Controversy.

All Hope of Compromise Has

Rodey and Murphy

Apart.

NOTORIOUS

RA I E BILL IN THE SENATE

Fight to Death Now With

Sup-porte-

of Railway

House Will Unite With President In Coercing Senate by
fusing to Adjourn Till Bill Passes as the

Interests.

RESENT
ASSAULT
MADE UPON
TWO OF THEM,
AND HAVE SURROUNDED THE
JOINT WAR THREATENED BETWEEN FACTIONS.
j

Re-

Country Wants It
HENDERSON'S

DEATH

Special to Evening Citizen.
'
Washington, Feb. 26. Senator TIM
man In reporting the Hepburn railway
rate regulation bill said:
."I move lt consideiatlon. at the
conclusion of the statehood bill, aniens that shall han on the hook too
long; I'd en I move consideration
sooner."
Former Delegates Rodey and Mur-jihwould have came to blows at the
house, today, had not J. Loren-sHubbell and C. F. Ainsworth separated them.
Senator Dick resumed his speech on
statehood today.

'

,

RAILWAY

REGULATION
BILL IS REPORTED.

Wsahington,

Feb.

26.

Expecting a

spirited discussion over the report ot
Senator Tillman on the Hepburn bill,
ttio galleries of the senate were crowa-ewhen the session was calico to r
d

or-le-

this morning.
Tillman decided
that he was not prepared to make a
formal .report and that would be more
effective to simply report the bill in
accordance with the resolution adopte0
by the committee, which provides that
he members are left free to 'exercise
their individual Judgment concerning
the amendments that may be offered
in the senate.
As soon aa the vice president called
ior report of outstanding committees
a number of senators rose but Tillman
was recoguiaed. He announced t'htai
2ie had been instructed by the committee on Interstate commerce to re
port house bill 12,987 without amendment, and then read the resolution
which had been adopted. After a dis
ussicn concerning the priming of the
testimony taken by the committee, an
order was made for publication of
...,-copies.
unman gave nonce mat ne win
press the bill to the earliest consideration.
As soon aa Tillman concluded, Aid-ricwas recognized and said:
"The- majority of the republican
members of the commlitee did not Join
an the favorable report which has Just
been made by the senator from South
Carolina, for the reason that in theii
Judgment an attempt should have been
made by the committee to remedy by
proper amendments some obvious and
.admitted defect3 and omissions in tlx.
house bill, and tha a clear and adc
quate provision should have been
made for subjecting the orders of the
commission affecting rates, to judicial
review. They believed these amendments are not only necessary to protect the righ'.-- of all parties, but that
hey are esseuial to the vitality and
tmciency of the measure itself. With
these amendments the minority mem
bers together wijlh the sena-.tofrom
.Ohio, who is opposed to all govern
ment rate making, were ready to give
their support to the house bill."
Culberson said:
"1 take it that in a large degree the
committee's aci'ion is no more nor less
than a transfer of. the controversy
from the committee ream to the senate chamber, therefore Iofter a, substitute for the bill Just reported. This
substitute is in tffect a bill upon the
name subject which I previously In
,
troduced."
The bill was ordered printed and to
lay on tile table unil the rate bill shall
foe taken up.
10,-00-

-

IN MEMORY OF LATE

HENDERSON
Washington, Feb. 26.
Henderson's
death, which occurred
yesterday, was the burden of the prayer by the chaplain in the opening ses
wion of the house today. Later in the
day adjournment will be taken, after
passage of appropriate resoluious, as
a mark of respect to his memory.
MARY HEINDEL
SIDE

GIVES HER

GERMANY WEAKENS

AUSTRIANS

rs

V

i
Special

t t

'
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LIKE LEWIS

LITTLE GIVES

Russian Minister Will Remain
If the Government
Changes Policy.

lif

I

Anti-Injuncti-

NO

REASON FOR

League Inaugurated by Striking
Chicago Printers.
on
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t

'

t

uie-ttK-
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Can-delari-

d

unac-cessibl- o

v
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OF THE CENUJS M0RY

SAYS ENUMERATOR ACTED VERY
UNGENTLEMANLY WHILE AT

HER HOUSE.
Mary Helndel, who conduits the
Majestic rooming house, on South
First street, called at The Citizen office, this morning, and gave her shin
of the story relative to the complaint made to the police that she
hail refused to give information to
the census e nn me rat or.
informs The Citizen
Mrs. Hcindi-that the enumerator called at her
house, am!, without
revealing his
identity or oll'ue. demanded
the
names of all parries stopping there.
.Mrs. Jleindel claims that she told 'he
man to come around in the evening,
when the bua'deri were at home, to
which lie replied that if the nauii's
were not forthcoming, at once, she
would be fined $.",u. The census man
hen demanded the register, the landlady alleges: was told where he could
find It, by her, but which ho failed to
ok at. Mrs. Htir.de says the man
became very insulting, using uncalled
for language to a lady roomer. Mrs.
Jeiudel stales thut if the enumerator
had stated his occupation and who
he was, in the first place, she
would have funished him with all desired information, the same as she
'lid the police when they called. s'at-itheir mission, etc.
l

n;

Moyer and Party Not Exam-

ined, Awaiting Grand
Jury Call.

to The Evening Citizen.

.

.

IDAHO SPEAKS

IT ORCHARD IS DENIED BY WIFE

Thoreau, N. M., Feb. 26 In a
JAPAN AMBASSADOR TO CXGLANO MART WITH 7,500 MEMBERSHIP
fierce saloon brawl yesterday
The final break came when Senator
Special to The Evening Citizen:
evening,' In Joe Padllla'a notorl- Washington, D. C, reb.
ou saloon at Ketner, out in the
There Knox offered his amendment, which
Washington, Feb. 26. Consul Gen
New York. Feb. 25. John Mitchell,
Is no more hope of a compromise in proved to be the same that Elklns t Zuni woods, two Austrian were
eral Rodgers, at Shanghai, cabled the president of the United Mine Workbeand Aldrlch had been trying to get.
the rate bill fight. Negotiations
badly kicked and Jumped on, and
state department under today's date ers, today endorsee! the opinion that
tween President Roosevelt and the Attorney General Moody suggested
then thrown bodily out of the aa- that the American mission stations at there will 1 no general strike April
senate are at an end. Senator Aid-ric- h some slight changes In the Knox V loon by Padilla and four na.'lvee.
Nanchang in province of Klangsl had 1st, next, which was given out last
has been told in almost so many amendment. The Pennsylvania senWhen the Austrian tame to,
been destroyed. The cause Is probably night In Indianapolis, by Vice Presiwords to do his worst. It's a light to ator declined to accept, them and T they tired a fusilade M shots
local. A telegram received from those dent T. L. Lewis of the United Mine
a finish.
went off in a huff. That .ended the
through the aaloon door, which
Workers.
Mitchell was shown the
For nearly a month the advocates negotiations.
was closed and bolted, j
1 points states that fourteen American vice
president's statement, In which
missionaries, whose places were deof rate legislation have been trying
It also ended the president's efforts
The native replied, shooting
the
latter
said,
In addition to tne aswith to forward his legislation by kind
stroyed escaped; but. the Klngham
to reach Homo understanding
through window and transoms.
family, English, consisting ot two sertion that there will be no general
the opposition which would insure words. He will now let Mr. Aldrlch
ex- Number of. hot
were
the peaceful passage of the law. The have a taste of the big stick.
adults and two children, are reported strike, April 1st, that the operators
changed, but strange to-- say, no
The president knows thnt
only stumbling block remaining was
the
killed. The American gunboat Elcano, will restore the reduction accepted by
one wa injured by the hooting.
the clause relating to review by the House of Representatives Is behind
Nankin, hag been ordered to pro- the miners, two years ago, and perat
The Austrian
hen wart up to i
will do more, and that an era of
court of the orders of the commis- him in the coming battle with the "" Camp
immediately ta Kluklang, where haps
ceed
njmber'of
5,
No.
where a
peace will be established for another
sion. It was hoped that this could senate. If the railway member? of
will
probably
Wednesday.
she
arrive
eV
Austrian are employed, land
of years. After hearing the
be fixed. President Roosevelt was that body succeed in getting a vicious
The scene of the trouble Is 400 miles period
curing half a dozen or more of
statement, Mitchell's aid: "I guess
ready to agree to any kind of a re- review clause incorporated into the
up
Ktang
Yangtsl
rlver.the
their countrymen, ret Jrned to
that is right."
view amendment, which would not rate bill he will veto It. This stateNew I Confirmed.
the caloon. They campe I around '
prevent the rate going into effect ment is not made on a guess or on
A
cablegram
Commander
. from
the saloon, threatening fto burn
pending the decision of the court. harmony. It is absolutely and auFletcher, senior officer of the Kalelgh, INJUNCTION OF LABOR
and kill P aVlllla.
UNIONS TO BE FOUGHT.
Tills was the point which the rail- thoritatively positive. What is more, eV It and shoot
at
Shanghai, received ot the navy de
Padilla i equally de fermlned
CllICHS-OIf the senate gets lalky and trleR to
III.. Poll ?r,
road opposition would not yield.
Anlln. tho
partment
today,
substantially
confirms
not to be snot, and n aft bolted
This point was vital. The president adjourn without passing a good rate
of all labor unions in
Consul General Rodgers' report.
and barricaded all the door, and
argued that the law would lie no bet- bill, the house will decline to pass
the country, Typographical Union,
Order Ha Been Restored
wl.h himself and four otljer men,
1G, yesterday
ter than It is today If the rate was the Joint resolution necessary for adlaunched an antl- A later cable from Rodgers says the No.
heavily
are
whom
of
armed,
all
lcne-llIlllUnCtlOll
to be held up pending final determinjournment, and "will hold the senate
With tha niirnnm
reports
Nanchang
are
of
trouble
the
will
hold
of
until
officers
fort
the
of
of
No
court.
amount
by
Washington
in
ation
opening a general fight against the
the
until tho hot term
conflicting.
is
reported
trouble
It
the
peace
can
the
put
up
and
by
Alsettle
the sweats something out of them.
bonds or securities
arrive
or restricting court writs
originated lietween French Jesuits issuance
rates could prevent the Injustice work- together the situation is growing ' the matter.
during the time of strikes and other
In
'
officials.
the
Chinese
riots
the
and
noha
Padilla'
delays.
saloon
become
by
labor
dally more warlike and interesting.
ed
the Interminable law's
The Federation of
whhh ocurred yesterday six Jesuits Lalwr troubles.
toricus of late, on account of the
w ill
to promote the
'
and two members of the Kinsman league, and,beIf asked
many brawla which have occur- to make it
family were killed though the Chinese national in its possible,
T
red there, and In every Instance
scope. The league
troops
protect
attempting
were
to
LAWS PUSH HARD
POISON IN CANDY
Will
It
patron
wandering
is PYrioetnd
the
of the
Start.
nlth
them. The American mission build- membership of 75,000 trade unionists
6 house, who have anything
on
'
ing,
was
understood,
and
is
saved
it
persons,
are beaten up and
iheir
in
ii is neciared by the
KILLS CHILDREN
UPON GRAFTERS
originators that more than fifty labor
robbed. Last Friday a man nam- - I crder Is now restored.
organizations
in the country have
ed Slocum wandered into this sabeen enjoined during strikes. As
6 loon and wa cruelly assaulted. V PRESIDENT'S SUSPICION
HAS
AROUSED
BEEN
organizations
these
Hi death occurred later, In Albu- have a memberBethlehem Steel Works De-- , Grand Jury of Colorado Re- - querque.
Washington, Feb.
2C President ship close to 10,000,000, if thev are
allied
strong political
n,
In action,
O
IT
Roosevelt has grown suspicious of the
V ?
stroyed by Fire-L- oss
turns Indictments Against
good faith of the Chinese government force- - might l,e exerted against the
as a result of the policy of duplicity Issuance of labor Injunctions.
THINKS BILL WILL PASS
About $200,000.
Large Corporations.
,
which it seems to be pursuing. He has
WITH F0R4KERAMENBMENT been given assurances through Minis A DOUBLE WEDDING
ter Rlckhlll which are not im keeping
IN WEALTHY FAMILIES
wttn tne acts of tho Pekln authorities. V;
EARTHQUAKE IN COLOMBIA HAD LEY GOES TO OKLAHOMA DISTRICT
ATTORNEY
CLANCY Apparently such tactics have been
RETURNS FROM "WASHINGTON adopted at the Chinese capital as were
AND GIVES HIS VIEWS OF THE observed In 1900 prtor to the ttoxer FESTIVITIES BEGAN AT 7 O'CLOCK
ExGarfield
Kerosene Used to Make Fire,
THIS MORNINrt AND WILL CONInstructed to Give Names MATTER.
outbreak. The diplomatic corps was
told In a most positive manner that
TINUE untIlTonight.
Attorney
District
Clancy
W.
Frank
of
Woman
plodes, Burning
Persons Who Know
has returned from Washington, I). C, the reports of a general uprising were
nev. A. M. Mandalarl, priest of
where he argued the case of the Ter- without foundation and the governLaw Violated.
to Death.
ritory vs. the Santa Fe Railroad com- ment was amply able to suppress all the Church of Immaculate Conception,
It appears that at 7:30 o'clock this morning spoke the
pany, wherein a question of taxes local disturbances.
Tho present situation is n parallel to words which made Miss Claraeta
alleged
to
county,
on
be
due
Grant
Pueblo, Colo.. Feb. 26. Following
New York, Feb. 2G. After eating
what happened prior to the Hoxer out
Mrs. Mabcr Mlrabal and Miss
ten cents worth of candy, colored red, the action of the special grand jury, assessed valuation of that company's break with the exception
Uia; the pres- I'rudenclanu Mlrabal Mrs. M. A. can
property,
was
bepoint
Involved,
the
blue and green, and sold to all child last Saturday night, which returned fore the
threatening
aspect
ent
is
not confined delaria. fhus uniting by a single cere
United States supreme court.
ren at ten cents a pound, the three indictments against the officers of the While
from Albuquerque, Mr. to two provinces in the north but pre- mony two of the oldest and wealthiest
step children of Harry Thompson, liv Colorado Fuel and Iron company, the Clancy absent
visited Hoaton, und Chi- vails all over the empire. Missionar Spanish families of New Mexico and
Ing on West
street, were Colorado Supply company, and the cago on also
ies are being warned to leave
personal business.
Arizona with the bonds of matrimony
company, for
Smelting
taken with violent, convulsions. VIv American
spots and concentrate where
Speaking
of
the
outlook
WashThen followed a very elaborate fesat
ian, the eldest girl, aged 6, died and violating the law in using the "script ington, for the passage
of the Joint they can be protected. Both the army tival, which will continue' until the
the lives of the younger brother and!systenl' caPiase8 were issued today Biaieiiooa mil, Mr. ciancy,
are making close of a ball, whlcii will take place
in con and navy departments
sister are despaired of. Tho coroner for the arrest of F. J. Hearue and U versation with a representative
of every eff Jrt to be ready to act at tho In honor of the newly married couples
for tho J ho Evening Citizen,
investigating the case believed the C. Beaman, the attorneys
moment the president gives the word at Colombo hall tonight. After ilie
said:
candy contained arsenic and arrests Colorado Fuel and Iron company, for
"Judging from 'signs of the times,'
Boycott Declared Subsiding.
ceremony the wedding party assema conspiracy to violate tho law, and
are expected.
the Chinese minister received a bled at the home of Sylvester Mlrabal,
against all the directors and officers it looked to me as though the Joint
the cablegram from the vlct roy at Can- 421 West Copper avenue, where two
of that company for actual violation statehood bill would not pass
LARGE STEEL WORKS IN
of
laws. In its recommendations senate without the Foraker amend ton saying the boycott asiiatlon has long snow white linen covered tables
PENNSYLVANIA DESTROYED for the
everything laden with fruits, delicacies, wedding
proceeding against these com- ment being attached, and In that subsided und reporting
South. Iiethelehem, Pa., Feb. 2C
panies, the grand Jury demanded that event I belieeo the bill will bo de quiet.
cake and wines awaited their coming.
1
me up
The general office building and part of the attorney general of the state at".feated.
.
.
. "'" nlay."l
The wedding breakfast
continued
No. 2 machine shops of the Iietheleonce institute fii,ft ncnlnet thn nt. ur Bearing ior some time yet, as it NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
many hours, the 150 guests present
hem Steel Company was destroyed by fending corporations for the purpose is a pretty good thing to nrevent
MEETS
ON MAY 10TH sitting at the feast in relays; so many
other legTSlation with, and some of St. Petersburg. Feb. 26. An Imper- were they that unly
fire today. The loss to property is or revoking their charters,
about one fifth
tne senators are In no hurry for it, ial ukase was issued today announcestimated at $200,000, besides valuable
of them could bo seated at one time.
aa advocates of the bill may take all ing
records. The large drafting rooms ol MISSOURI ATTORNEY GOES
assembly will
national
the
that
The perfume of fresh cut flowers
the time they can get to strengthen meet May Wth.
the company containing valuable deTO OKLAHOMA FOR EVIDENCE
filled the rooms. This afternoon the
tneir forces. Of course there is no
signs of military equipment and other
Timirluzeff,
commerce,
minister
of
newly married couples were driving
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 26. At- - tollina: what mn tat,.
products of the works were destroyed. torney
General Hadley and Assistant tics, and I do not care to predict- - I who resigned February 19, said to- about tlie city In two double carriages.
day
he had come tr no dcclsloi
thai
Nabor Mlrabal Is tue son of Mrs
uieivly Btate my views."
ANOTHER EARTHQUAKE IN
regarding the withdrawal of his res A. M. Mlrabal, who lesldes witn her
day for Oklahoma 'city, to take def- ignatlon
REPUBLIC OF COLUMBIA sitiunn for use in the cases
but
that if he should be given brother at 421 Copper avenue. He will
to oust
sufficient assurances of the change ot take his bride t Han Rafael, Valencia
New York. Feb. 26. A cable from the Standard Oil and allied compan- - UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
policy
the
of the government he Is
Buena Ventura, Columbia, says that les from this state.
where he conducts a genera,
RETURNS TO ALBUQUERQUE willing to yield to pressure and re- county,
earthquake on the morning of the
merchandise store and Is engaged in
21st lasted about seven minutes. The COMMISSIONER
main in the cabinet. Ho said that raising sheep. His bride Is the daugh
GARFIELD
IS STILL ON THE STAND, IS REPRESENTING
town was considerably shaken. Tne
APACHE IN- he would have an Interview wiih Pre ter of Juan C'andelaria. a wealthy
DIANS IN FAMOUS
damage, however, was small, though
Chicago, III., Feb. 2t.Conimls-t.i- o
TULAROSA niler Wine today and would aiiiiounc sheep owner of Concho, Arizona. ManWATER RIGHTS FIGHT
people were panic stricken. Fol- sioner of Corporations Garfield
tomorrow.
CASE his deci.-iu- ii
uel A. Canddarla is the son of Juan
WILL TAKE ALL SUMMER TO
the earthquake was a tidal stimed the stand in the packers' case
Candelaria of Concho and Is engaged
GERMANY
WILLING
TO
SETTLE.
wave end it is reported that 20i)0 per today. Garfield said that Solicitor
with his father in raising sheep, .jc
CONCEDE SOMEWHAT newly
ished along the coast by falling houses Hoyt made two requests for Informa- wedded Mrs. Candelaria is the
4
w',..t..u
AttsUtnnt
. v u
I'tiii...!
26.
Fell.
n
Iierlin.
The German
(ruin , , rttiui licv
in
or were drowned in the, waves.
toin, both of which, he refused. He V
daughter of Sylvester Mlrabal, of 421
.
M..,ll,,
has
to make further Copper avenue, who Is engaged In nils-Inwas next directed by the president to
U'"Z Zi '"Y litis been nonre concessions todefiled
French views on the
turn over the information concern- - senting
BUILT FIRE WITH COAL
sheep in Valencia county. Mr. Mthe
government
In the case of Moroccan
quest
ion provided France
OIL WITH USUAL RESULT
Knew oi me nuegeq
.
lrabal Is county commissioner of Valeniimuaof win,
i.
1
will nl.-- o yn Id something
U'"
ex
The
;t,,v- uIu,ra
violations
ln"
law.
He
.
over
the
turned
IVs Moine?, Tcb. 26. One will die,
cia county.
' "tV ,
ten: of Germany's projiosab; will
Kach of the families united by this
and three others are seriously Injured to tho department of Justice about
only at Algerlras where
o i.nn-.vdouble wedding has recently made
2s the result of a fire which destroyed!
rosa water rights case. Mr. Medlef tthey ttill be commiinicated to
knew
of
law.
iht
violations
the
of
the home of George Fleck early to-- j
stated that the plaintilt's side of the French delegates. Kmpewr Wlljlan. large investments in Albuquerque real
at
day. A l;erosine can from which Mrs
case was almost concludi .1 ut the re- and
Chancellor Von lltielow, it Is 1111 est e.
BAKER
WAS
ROLLED
OF
Fleck was building a fire, exploded.
cent hearing, but that Hie case itself derstood.
would rather make an effort
$4000 AT HIS HOME
Mrs. Fleck will die.
.Melville, N. J., Feb. 26. Two mask would drag throumi th"' slimmer be- - to reconcile the French claims and HERE FROM THE
ueing
governas
t:u
ltmslieil.
Gei many'.- - intetests than to allow s(.
ed men, one whit,, and otic colored, to ment s
side of the ca
was yet to .serious a
GROCERYMAN F. C. PRATT
GREAT SALT LAKES
11:1' ion
nay Rcizeu f reucriCK uaile
to drift.
lia cor. I... i,.,...i
-Some effort was made by certain
jfH (J,H
LOSES VALUABLE HORSE while . he wasr In the stable near his
t
lini)o-annr.
t.ie
ii.u-small financier.-- to create a war scare
n
rtin-, ,,
ne was, C.'isee ' lho T..1
RHKitiE
i...
Jerry Goiuales, who holds a lease
rau. out 01 the inperor's reply to the
or ... ,.( ..1 v,,, a
'" """aainl11.1i it is .. attractlom u.
n.roli...l .......
m r.
iMruui
on the nalt lakes of western Socorro
THIEVES BREAK INTO HIS BARN and compelled to open the safe from ing wide
his
generals
address
of
county, is in the city, coining here lo
attention in Hint n:irt nf
AND MAKE OFF
WITH
or. the occasion of his m;. see
AGED which the rubbers
secured nearly N,.w Mexico. The point of law clilef-- j
now
Mrs. (ionzalis is geti'ing
CHESTNUT SORREL.
II.Oimj and escaped
siier ueddin;. at. which tinif along, after an operation which
ly Involved in the case is the statutes
was
remarked,
he
The
prayed
i"'f limitation
fk,i ln,li:i,u l,n... 1.,.,...
performed upon her some time ago.
The beautiful dark chestnut sorrel TITLED EXPLORER CHANGES
I
come,
not
God
11
would
but.
w.ir
I,,.
if
llSllltr
Mrs. tioiuales and two children have
water for more than ten
horse belonging to F. G. ITatt, the
cutiie he was c nvinced that been in the city the past couple of
inif. ars. me KVernmetit has., about should
South Si eond street grocer, was stolen
26.- -1 he Din;e oi doubled
army
acquit
Turin Italy
would
as
the
itself
ctli
months,
the husband und father,
waler mm,w
Iroin the barn sometime Saturday Abruzzl Is making preparations for a cleaning
years ago. much to and
BIrri,,j,s cletiing rreeks ciet.!!y as i: did thirty-fivhis gratification, finds that
nii?lit by unknown thieves. The mis- new exploring tour, which. Instead Jt etc..
and, although 'the settlers of
Mis. (ionzalcs' health is so much imMEMBERS OF FIRM RESIGN
made good their escape loav takim; htm t llie nolnr rrlntu will TuUin.CM u....... . .1.:.
.
an, the children will
proved thai
ing behind no clues which could
BIG
FROM
litC.o
SIX
COMPANIES
e
take
him
the
to
hire
lead;
Known dis.nc's
has been dure to then,
home with him in a few days.
lo heir apprehension.
2"I.
X w Yn!.,
The memi.er: return
.
..
.. ... ..
Ir has been hU Is alwav"
of enuatorial
Africa.
Mr. (Ionzalcs was introduced at the
.
.... .
.
l" r
..,.."
M."uu.
of Kiihti. l.oeb and com- office
hor. ih ....h
Ity airrecuient .i,,.
is bein.. hi. of t.ie tirtu
of The Kveuilig Citizen this
is Mil: a stately looking 'beast, epry
j
vilt-.di
pany,
had
retire
to
from
regions
A
U) among the
of inner
mountain
r;cii
and In all i.i.lroad l.oar.'..-- on which Grc firm afternoon, and he st.'md that withiu
almost as a cult and greatly loved by to ascend some of the miuti 1 pi and .11
(!
oians until the (as- - is
a certain distance of the bait lakes
finitely set- - Mr. l'tatt and family. Tne animal which
Ii'e; !. CHU.-- e i he ileiuamls ol more than a hundred thousand
fi
rear their heaiN ii. tile ur nt tied."
sheej
- did no; give tlicui
has a Hack inane and tail wi 'h no efiiatorial
l.uMtii
tin
Ir
o'.ui
mountain chains of
owned by various parties, constantly
brands or harness murks.
COURT OF ST. JAVr.S
lime to perfurui llieir duties as
He Is rapidly complying hi- - piHii-:graze, and Unit they are In the finest
The police have flooded th .emntr and wl!l start in a few weeks. ;ic inTh- y hiive
from the condition Imaginable. These lakes,
RECEIVES AMBASSADOR
,
f'14 IMu
U II II
!...' fir.
I. ards:
London.
Hal-t
I'riiou
Ft
b.
l'acifle,
ri:::niu.;
u
uescripuon on tends to make an at cmin
.Viscount Haya
which supply tons of salt for natives,
a.iiiB
ast end
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GOVERNOR

Missionaries Have Been Predicts No April Strike Says Orchard Confessed
Killed and Property
of Miners in Bitumto Twenty Six Murders
Has Been Destroyed
inous Fields.
in Labor's Cause.

SALOON , IN

THE WOODS BECOMING

COURT REVIEW ON WHICH NEITHER WILL YIELD

MITCHELL IS

ALREADY BEGUN

THE BIG STICK MUST NOW DECIDE

NUMBER 51

be-eo-

LAWYERS 5PEAK

OF

TREATMENT

Boise, Feb. 2fi. Governor Ooodinn
has Issued an official statement with,
respect to the Steunenberg assassination case. He said hat Harry Orchard
made a full confession of the manner
and motive ot the assassination of
8teiinenberg.
In that confession lie
Implicated the men under arrest, and
others including J. U Slmpklns. He
told the story of twenty-si- x
murder
In which all the accused parties are
Implicated, and said that there la no
doubt that the accused will get s fair

trial.

Orchard's Wife Objects.
None of the suspects under arre.st it
connection with the murder of Steal
enberg were aken to Caldwell today,
and none will be called before the
grand Jury until tomorrow. Floyd R.
Thompson, secretary of the Western
Mine Owners' association, has arrlvec
from Cripple creek, Colo., and 'wiL
appear before the grand Jury to Idem
tlfy the prisoners.
Thompson today
stated that Harry Orcard's wife, vim
lives at Independence, Colo., has de
nled that the man under arrer here
la her husband.
The preliminary examination of Moyer, Haywood, Hettl-bonand Adams, which was set fur
tomorrow, will lie postponed pending
tho proceedings before the grand Jury.
Attorneys representing the Western
Federation of Miners continue to com-- .
plnin of the treatment accorded their
clients at the state penitentiary. They
are Imprisoned under the same regulations, the lawyers say, as govern the
keeping of convicts. The electric,
lights have been taken out of the cella
and candles have been substituted.
This was done, it is said, to lessen the
opportunity for suicide.
The condition of Orchard, which
last week caused the prosecution some
e

covery seeing certain.
out vr- -

He Is with,

BRINGS HEAVY IMMA0E5
AGAINST TRACTION CO.
SEVERIANO LUCERO
SUES FOR
$5000 WIFE KILLED BY TROLLEY CAR.

Severlano Lucero has filed in district court an action for 15000 damages
against the Albuquerque Traction com
pany as a result of the death of hut
wife caused, he alleges, as the resnn
of being struck by one of the company's electric cars while being negligently operated.
Lucero deposes that on tho 30th of
September, 1905, while riding In a
wagon drawn by a team of horses la
company with his wife, Josiflt'a 1 hi ran
de Lucero, the vehicle was struck by
a car et the corner of Tenth street
and Hallroad avenue, the violent concussion throwing both hlmselr and
wife to the ground where she wa
trampled upon by the horses, sustaining injuries that resuit'ed in her deain.
the same day.
The case is scheduled to come up at
the regular Jury term of district court
next mouth.
Other Cases Filed.
Other cases filed are Donaciano Gal
legos vs. Michael Mandell, E. M. San
doval and O. P. Hovey; the First Na
tioual ilank vs. E. M. Sandoval and
James E. Haines vs. H. S. Arnold.
POPULATION

OF ALBUQUERQUE

PASStS THE 11,000 MARK
EVENING

CITIZEN

SEMI-OFFICIA-

ESTIMATE LAST FRIDAY WAS
CLOSE TO FIGURES.
Last Friday this paper published a
l
estimate of the population
of Albuquerque as ascertained by tho
four enumerators employed by tha.
common
council
and exclusively
stated that the number of inhabitants
10,000
w.tild be between
and 11,000.
The official figures of tho census
men are as follows:
First Ward
Second Ward
32?3
Third Ward
Fourth Ward
in02
semi-officia-

.

111 .
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.Mc-.i.-
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iiiM-ro-
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cn.-ai.i-

,

ju.-tic-

,.,.,..

,

.

1.

,

I

i,

"

F'-li- .

A,'-;f- a.

.

.1

.

't

i

11

I

1

w-r-

-

6.

26-i'r-

imi.-

11 111

111

U

Total
11,070
This' leaves the proposition lo float
J.'iii.oim worth of bonds for the construction of a new city hall up m tne
qualified voters of the municipality.
I lies,, figures do not
Include :iuiiurlmn
towns, which would twell thT opuIa-tioto at least 17,oi; name'y old Albuquerque precinct, Ilarelas. etc.
REO MOUNTAINEER

CAME

it'NDAY LVEMNC
The ' It co Moiiuta'iicer" aa
arrived in Aibuqucr Jr a fe v minutes
past ii o'clock last evening ani was
gar
licrtiied for the ni",'it at
ago on Cold avenue. The machine was.
in good condition considering
the
bard usaic it has had. Percy Meargel
and David M. Fas.sei. who .ire driving
the machine, expect to leave aaln for
the ens; this evening or ijuiorow
morning.
The mach'ne was
up bv rmy
localites last
anions Mioiu
were several
experts.
automobile
These persons were amazed at the excellent
t.f the Ir.igo touring
car.
li
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coaching a lighter who h.is taken his measure.
Malaehl Kittrcdego
South t'aro- - In decisive fathlon, and the time will
OfflcUl Paper of Bernalillo County college base ball team
He will return to Washington come when Murphy win be able to
lina.
and City of Albuquerque.
;tt revenge for that.
the first of the month.
Is
In

frm Afttriwefi DlipttchM.
Urftai City 14 County Circulation.
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Jimmy Brltt is very angry over Joe
Patsv Donovan Is 42 years old. and
concerning their
plnys the game like a sprightly young Gans' disclosures
ster. KiRht living is the secret or fight, which the Inky boy declares was
Donovan's long career on the diamond. "fixed," to enable Britt to dump his
O
friends and make a "clean up." Gans
Hanlon,
California says Brltt cleared over $9,000 by the
the
Eddie
featherweight pugilist, will become an fake. Gans Is a liar, Britt says. These
actor, playing the hero part in one of lightweight fighters may get toChas. Blaney's sizzling mellerdram- - gether outside the ring in a
mers. '
nii: up yet.

mail, on year
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DaVy by Carrier, 60c per month
Cvawtno Crnr.mt
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at Um low rata of

rough-and-tumb- le
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the man
the man
the n an
the man
the man
the man

thould be working for yotit
...
"
would ladly lend you tnoneyf
HK
buy
your
to
wcaU
hone?
would buy an Interest In your bualaenl
would buy that lot of trounlt
who would buy your old fclcyclef

who
wh
who
who
who
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The Nt w York courts decided that
boxing Units were Illegal.
Application
hut they flourish "as of yore. The io- wfll canfur a favor by notifying u
ri" are the real governors of the
of tha naprr.
lananadiataly on any
city, rfter all.
aVS satlara and ratnittanrea ahould ba addrrraorf to
The Chicago Nationals will begin
Tmu CmiM l'tmi.miiiMO Company. Draft,
rlssvka. poatoffwa and cipraaa monay Ordora their training on March 6th, at West
aaaat ba mada payabla tn tha erdar of thr Baden, Ind. They have a number of
games scheduled in Illinois towns
early in the month.
I
Colorado
Automatic 183
Outfielder Lumley is trying to get
his release from Brooklyn so he can
FRIAR MASSACRE
manage the Colorado Springs team in
the Western league, but it is hardly
probable that Brooklyn will let him
IN 1681 REVOLT cut.

v.

,

IZontetma Trust

v,

ABILITY?

NOT

AJLBUQUEP.QUE,

4,

Co.

MEXICO

$100,000

Capital and Surplus

of people who are
"Neccessary to Your Prosperity"

4- -

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

McSPADDEN The exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
300 South nroadway.

.
LOST.
t
LA J ST
Diamond ear ring. Return to
Tom O Hourke thinks he has things
Albuquerque Cash Grocery Co. Good
fixed over in Philadelphia so that he
reward.
can give his big boxing carnival at HAPCOOOS (Inc.), Brain Broker
the Tuxedo club on February 2Sth.
LOST A large green shopping bag.;
917 Chemical BiUMtna;. St. Loutl
Has he bought the other promoters
WANTED.
Return to Mrs. F. M. Parker, No.
off? If he hasn't, It's sate to bet WANTED Roomers and boarders In
909 West Copper avenue.
that they will be fighting his club to private family; two blocks east of
FOUND.
the last flitch, even If they stiouiil
Santa Fe hospital. 815 South Edith
tumble In wl'h him and kill the game
FOUND Photo pin. gold frame. Pic
street.
for good In Pennsylvania.
ture of lady and child. Owner can
Highest casn price paid
WANTED
recover Bame by calling at this
second-hanM.
goods.
household
for
The action of the supreme court of
office and paying for this notice.
g
Ellison, 405 South First street. Colo.
Tennessee In declaring the
FOUND Lady's gold ring, ruby set,
'phone, Red 131.
bill unconstitutional, means that the
by Howard Mann, of 723 North
Nashville and Memphis meets will be WANTED
Gentlemen s second-hanFourteenth street. Owner can have
bigger and better events than ever
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
same by calling at this office and
before. The hard knocks the game
south of viaduct. Send address and
paying for this notice.
has received In several other tates
proprietor.
Sweeney,
will
R.
J.
call.
o
rewith
the
circuit
has
restricted
the
out
held
Battling
Nelson ,has
White man and wife for
that larger fields and better hor WANTED
against public opinion as long as pos- sult will
Co
small hotel; woman to be good cook
be available for the remainThe Historical Society of New sible, but really bad to give in. He ses
and man a gJod rustler. For In- On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
ing
tracks.
fight
Aurella
will
announces that he
formation, address Charles Jones, Wagons and other
O
Chattels; also on
Mexico Secures Most
Herrera. Jon Cans also expresses a
Thoreau. N. M.
The fighting game Is so dead In
AND WAREHOUSE RE
willingness to meet the Mexican.
England that Owen Moran, the clever WANTED Position by experienced SALARIES
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
D
Valuable Book.
lightweight, writes that he is
clerk, In New Mexico and Arizona; as $200.00. Loans are quickly tsade
Congalton seems inclined to be dis- little
It. Is
starving
in
IOndon.
to
death
Address,
graduate;
best
reference.
and strictly private. - Time:
One
satisfied with the terms offered him almost Impossible to get a decent
Rush, 1498 Sunset Boulevard, Los month to one year given. Goods reby the Cleveland club. Conny has yet purse any more,
fighters
few
the
and
Cnl.
Angeles,
main la your possession. Our rates
A LIST OF THOSE MURDERED to show that he can nold the major who are still in the business are of
are reasonable. Call and lee us beleague pace, and If he's at all wise the mixed ale sort, who will enter the
AGENTS WANTED.
he'll hustle In his contract and try ring and be hammered around for AGENTS make $6 daily, selling the fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
The historical society of New Mex to make good.
cheapest and most perfect water
four or five rounds for a few doltickets to and from all
filter ever Invented. Retails at $2, Steamship parts
ico has Just obtained the mest re
a denial to the lars.
Al Herford
of the world.
Big profit. Exclusive territory. Sensnarkably Interesting document that Gans confession. All of those willing
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
thirty-tw- o
leagues
are
minor
There
Mo.
Seneca,
Co.,
eca
Filter
walk
accept
will
Herfod's
denial
31B West Railroad Ate.
exists regarding the history of this to
the protection of the national
to the chancel rail and deposit under
PRIVATE OFFICES.
F0EJ,EiiL
ar.soe at ion.
These leagues have a
of the United States. It la most up
a week's salary to the credit of the
Open Evenings.
extraordinary that after more than Home Mission to Reform Professional total of 218 clubs, and employ more fo'fl REfFurnfshed rooms. Apply
at 511 South Third street.
than 4.200 men, and spend upward of
,
200 years, this record of events that Pugilists.
THIS IS THE NEXT.
$600,000 n month for salaries, travel
FOR RENT Two furnished
occurred In 1681, should he returned
209 South Arno street.
That deep, dark silence along the ing expenses and other necessary
to Santa Fe.
eastern coast is one Mike Donlln onlays such as rent for parks and ac FOR RENT Rooms tor uousekeep One four-rooframe house, modern
Including the outlaws
The way that hls acquisition oc gone into retirement after slugging coutrements.
ing. 524 West Railroad avenue.
Tlito
curred Is interesting. Hon. L. B. sleeping car porter. The haste with and organized teams, $2,577,000 is FOR RENT Rooms for light house Onestreet, both brick on Cl ii
for
Jrlnce, the president of the society, which Mike subsided has never been paid out to professional ball players
524 South Second street.
keeping.
83 600 oe- upends much time when traveling. In equaled. The pity is that he ever each year.
FOR RENT New three room cottage,
O
examining catalogues of rare books, opened up.
furnished complete, for light house
Charles Murphy of the Chicago
from all parts of the world, in the hope
keeping. Inquire 506 South Arno
Rented all the C! '
"Kitty" Bransfiel'l, the Philadelphia Cubs, wants to see adopted a rule
f finding something of value regardstreet.
for $20 each. A Te.
first baseman, who has barrlnir outfielder captains, as the
ing New Mexico. It is in this way National
per cent investment.
to Williamsport, In the outlaw captain coining In to register kicks FOR RENT Light, airy, furnished
that the society has obtained the very Jumped
delays the game. Why not have a
front room at the Roosevelt bouse.
rare edition of the travels of Cabeza league, will draw ?7no a year more
by day, week or month. 309
than he did from the big league club. bench captain, whose only duty it Is
West
de Vaca, printed in 1555, and the
to register kicks? Impose heavy fines
. PORTERFIELD CO.,
Railroad avenue.
of Espejo, printed in 1588, He says the ino salary cut Justified on
all players who "suss" the umpire, FOR RENT Three-room- ,
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
.furnished
and many other rare and valuable him lu going with O the outlaws.
aid let the man on the bench have It
tent and other rooms after the 16th,
works.
By making public, in installments. out with his limps.
Tills would not
'
from $10 to $15 per month. Mrs
."j
Hears of Sermon.
the various rights in which he faked, delay the game. By all means, let's
Notarial
work and conveyancing.
E. K. Norris, 524 St. John Btreet.
November, when going to New Joe Cans Is managing to keep himself I:ae the bench captain, who shall do
colFOR SALE,
the kicking for the entire team.
York, Governor Prince was reading well to He front la the news story
umns. In Its complete form the
All lots in Coronada
SALE
FOR
the catalogues of a large book store
the
Billy Nolan has sent word to
would cover almost, the entire ring
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Place.
in Santiago de Chile, with little ex career
o
$5,066
u
bivalve Brltts that they must give him
Broadway.
c
pootution of finding anything of im- opener. of the Baltimore
33
by March 1st, or there will be no re5
sur
greatly
portance, when he was
OR
jour
TRADE
RENT
SELL,
Nousi
Britt.
of
Nelson
match
and
turn
ri
z
property with T. L. Mcspaauen, tuu
mised to find the description of a Mike Sulivan is not satisfied with lan claims this amount is Nelson's
pamphlet which contains the sermon the poor showing he made against Joe share of the fight picture privileges,
South Broadway.
nreached in the City of Mexico on Gans, and has been
3
to aud it does look as though tho Dane ?OR SALE $3000 of stock in Rio
March 20, 1681, In commemoration of meet the tnky boy at, Ix Angeles on wis double crossed by the Californian
Grande Woolen Mill Co. for $200
Franciscan fiars who March 16th.
th twenty-on- e
Address Felix, Citizen office.
They will fight 20 on that picture deal. Up to date, No-ia- n
2
were killed by the Pueblo Indians In rounds, weighing In at. 140 pounds, nt
rn tj
pat on his word; he has FOR SALE OR TRADE A good bus!
has
stood
'
New Mexico, at the beginning not the C o'clock. The purse will be split, 65 talked a great, deal, true, but he
ness for cltv property. T. L. Mc
S
O
revolution of 1680. No one here knew and 3d.
meant every word he said and that
Spadden,
300 South Broadway.
that such a sermon was ever delivis more than can be said for a lot of FOR SALE Ten , thousand
gallon
2
The National commission has been other less voluable managers.
ered, much less that It was printed.
m
cedar tank cheap. J. H. Heald, 805
z
Of course, nothing could be of j tked to compel Pitcher Allemang to
East Grand ave. Colorado phone 62
greater interest and value In New repay money he is said to have bor
Fred Cooley, the sparring partner,
o
three rings.
Mexico than this account of the mar- rowed frcm Manager Watkins while who nearlv nut O'Brien out with a FOR SALE
Indian trading post;
mission under sererve to the Indianapolis right swing to the jaw, al Toledo, for
tyrdom of these twent'y-ongtKid location and a paying business
Is going Into
aries on August 10, 1680. written ana club. Pitchers should pay their Just which he was discharged,
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad
challenge
O'Brien
conimis
will
nat'ona!
debts,
is
training,
but
the
very
and
of
death
time
their
at
vrinted the
way.
fight. "O'Brien is one
The great fear was that the precious ulo'i an agency for the collection of for a
Ac
DENTISTS.
of the cleverest men In the ring," says FOR SALE Cheap, Fairbanks
liook would be sold before a letrer bad
o
power gasoline en
Cooley. "but his jaw is the vulnerable
Morse
could reach Chile, so not a moment
Is
El
Paso
1
at
can,
down
Frank Selee
spot. He can t hit as hard as
glne, suitable for small pumping
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
was lost in sending an order, nnd on talking
base ball. The El Paso News but Ik's a whole lot cleverer than I
plant. Enquire J. W. McQuade.
Monday last this remarkable docti says
Dental Surgeon.
manage
preparing
by
to
that he is
am. I exoeet to learn cleverness
A good
SALE OR TRADE
15 and 16, Grant block, over
FOR
Rooma
sncnt was received In Santa Fe. It Is a team
list
for the Pass City, and a
1
fighting anybody willing to take nie
Schumakcr piano. A bargain.
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
somewhat Injured by the knawlng of
players that may make up the Pass on and then, when O'Brien will agree
L. McSpadden, 000 South Broadway Both 'phones. Appointments made by
rata, hut not enough to impair its in- of
following
up
City team contains
for
the
to mee, mo. I will try to even
SALE Small slock merchandise mall.
terest and value.
Ginger Lyons, catcher: Hip his treatment, of me when I was his FOR
bargain. T. L. McSpadden, J0U
a
nt
The title Is as follows, modernizi- names:
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Starr and Budge. Cable, pitchers; sparring partner."
Broadway.
South
ng; the spelling:
avenue.
Office
No. 30S Railroad
Han
"Help"
Claude
French,
base;
first
.
"Oracinn Funebre que dljo el Doctor dell, short stsp; Danny Ford and
Even a sparring partner will turn FOR SALE A handsome Hardmau hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
piano, in fine condition and nlmost p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 402. Ap
IJ. Isidoro Sarinanen y Cheuca, Chan Frank Hackeit, third bane; Sprinz, lack O'Brien had a sparring partner
For particu- pointmonts made by mail.
new, at a bargain.
tree de la Santa Iglesia Metropolitana Ingersoll
with a Rore noso, and Jack kept peck
lxiys.
Jacoby
fielders
the
and
lars, call at this office.
de Mexico. Califadcr del Tribunal del In this bunch it will be noticed, are Ing away at that nose in a manner
LAWYERS.
Santo Oflclo de la Inquisiclon. etc.
"Cut it out." FOR SALE A good paying hotel in
players that last season wore all the scandalous to behold.
"El dla. 20 de Marzo de 1681.
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300
it is very saitl the S. P.. "can't ye see me smell
southwest,
colors
and
of
the
'
"PreBento el Exmo. Senor Marques likely
Bernard S. Rodey.
South Braadway.
It. ferget
that there will be a streak ot ers tin the blink?" "Ferget
Albuquerue
ATTORN
de la Laguna.
Jack, and be FUlt SALE $25,000 rancii at u
niii the merrv
com- it
up
yellow
it
In
the
show
before
"'Conde de Paredea. Vlrey de est a ing season doses. Manager Hons-- t iw'ikiMl the rosv bugle once more
will take small property in N. M. Prompt attention given to all
Nueva riana en las Exequlas de
exchange. Write, wire, phone or business pertaining to the profession
The sparring partner had
II. of the Browns, had experience
Veinto y un Religlosos de la regular with
turned, and when O'Brien dlsassocia
talk with F. L. McSpadden. 303 Will practice in all courts of the terriyear.
last
at
of
three
them
least
tory and before the United State
l8ervancla del Seraflco Padre San
tort himself from the Toledo Opera
South Broadway.
land office.
Francisco, que murleron a manos de
House footlights the sparring partner FOR SALE A good general merchanB i ry Vanger has gone Into retire
Joa Moms Ano&tatas del Nuevo Mex ment. The beating Tommy Murphy was turning a street corner two blocKs
Ira M. Bond.
grocery
business,
meat
with
dise
and
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
Ico. en die de Agosto del ano tie lfiHO. gave him was suflicient to send him away.
Antl the audience laughed
included, anil buildings for
market
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300 N. W.( " Washington, D. C. Pensions,
to tin;
rent.
for a long period riirht heartily, and O'Brien explained
Those Dead.
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
of refi That bov Murphy certainlv is that he was a Jolly joker, that was
North Broadway.
The sermon Is prefaced by short ar- traveling.
patents, trade marks, claims.
mily all.
letter
the
McGovern
is
European
Hotel,
plan;
FOR
SALE
or
ticles from Father Ayeta, the head
In new
rT w7 D. Bryan.
furnished
newly
20
rooms,
being
by
the mission, who was saved
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
building; best location in city; a
in Mexico at the time or the revolu'
que. N. M. Office, First National
proposition.
Reason
CAROS
fine
business
SAW
PROFESSIONAL
THK
INDIANS
DANCE
tion, and others:
for selling, poor health. Address, Bank building.
It contains a full list of the twenty
F. J . this oflice.
Dobson.
E.W.
ne friars killed, as follows:
A special train of two coaches ami
BEAUTY CULTURE.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
FTiTs7LE$70O will buy equity in
Padre Juan Dautista Pino, native ut Manager Wells' private car left this
residence on the best well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
Victoria, killed at Tesuque, while
city yesterday fur Isleta, carrying a
Btreet in tho city: will rent for $15
r.raHuata of Parisian Institute.
mass. Padres Juan Menial number of friends of the general ma:;
ARCHITECTS.
month; owner leaving town. F. L
l ata of New York city. The latest
and Friar Iomingo de Van!, natives an r of the coast lines if the Santa
F. W. Spencer apd V. O. Walling
McSpadden, 303 South Broadway.
f the most noble City of Mexico, Fe, who went lo witness the accquia scientific nnnllanco and up to date
ford, rooms 40 47. Harnett building
double-ba- r
FUR SALE A
killed "at Oalistet. Padre Joseph de dance of the Indians, a thanksgiving methods fo- - treating the hair, face
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
ana
steaming
Complexion
new
shotgun; bran
ruled,
Trujillo, killed at Xongopavi, (Moquil. ceremony fur the completion of Ik i c:i.i ncfcln.
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In the case entitled the County ot
PROPOSALS FOR BARN. Depart
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Guadalupe, plaintiff, vs. Raymundo
ment or the Interior. Office of Indian
James M. Alercrombe and
(Small Holding claim No. (88.)
Affairs, Washington, D. C, February
TERRITORIAL TOPICS ? Harrison,
Leon
a. 190b.
of the
"
Sealed proposals, endorsed Department of the Interior. United
board of county commissioners of
"Proposals for Barn, Zunl School, New
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. It.
x-- "i
Guitradlupe county, defendants, who
January 24, 1806.
x x x x x x x-- x-x
.Mexico," and addressed to the Com
retired from office January 1, 1905.
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ington. D. C, will b received at the owing named claimant baa filed noclerk of the Sixth judicial district
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,n uPPrt of oer dalm
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under
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Rut Comptroller Metz seems to think from Globe, Ariz., saying that Charles loard of county commissioners for the
says the sum of $2,589.70, which amount It is
stone barn at the Zuni Indian school by the act of February 21. 1893. (27
that that gift horse that Andrew Clark had broken his leg, Clark,
who alleged was mlsanDronriated hv that
New Mexico, in strict accordance with Stats. 470). and that said proof wW
Carnegie bestowed upon the city when Hillsboro Advocate. Mrs.
plans and specifications and instruc be made before the United State
ho started the library business is fully was visiting with her parents, Mr. and board. When Guadalupe county was
as bad and filled with as many ills Mrs. Charles Curtis, was notified of subdivided into Quay county and
tions to bidders, which mav be exam court commissioner at AlbaqueroiWi
At
Drutftfists
Ined at this office, the offices of The N. M., on March 10, 1906, tIi
to the city as was the historic wooden her husband's misfortune and left at Leonard Wood county, (ribw GuadaBeatrii Moya de Sedlllo, widow ot
lupe county), the latter county
Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.; Improve
horse that caused ancient Troy to once for Globe.
sum of $12,087. There was
come to grief. Metz claimes that Mr.
ment Juuiietm,
Minneapolis, Minn.; Jesus Sedlllo, deceased, for the 8. H.
at thta Hm
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thi rtFtlMnn stntoQ n
American Contractor, Chicago, 111.; C. No. 686, in lot 1, sec. 36, T, JN
2 E-- , and sec. 31, T. 7 N., H.
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cent interest, and that the receiving of mine in Sierra county, is Improving commissioners paid, this stwuld have
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St. Paul, Minn., Minneapolis, Minn.;
the libraries entails a greater expense right along. They now have openeu left a balance equal to the amount for
Milwaukee, Wis., and Omaha, Neb.; to prove her actual, continuous, adto the city than Mr. Carnegie shold-er- s. up 400 running feet of good ore; they which suit la hroneht. hut It Is al
the Northwestern Manufacturers' As verse possession of said tract for
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sociation. 8t. Paul, MIna.; the U. S. twenty years next preceding the snr-e- y
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under way in the city, and the in- stoplng ground, which Is known to ex- with the amount remaining, which
Indian Warehouses at 119 Wooster
Esteban Rael, of Valencia, N. M :
vestment by Carnegie is figured at ist tiOil feet abend of the present new said indbtedness had been made void paring with 16.000 tons, the former street, New York City, 205 Soutti
$5,200,000 and the investment to the workings. The winze commenced on by law.
displacement plan, which Is consid- Canal treet. Chicago, III., 602 South Bernardino Sedlllo. of EI Cerro, N. M.':
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in ferlor to battle shiim of more Seventh street, St. Louis, Mo., 815 Estanlslao Otero, of Ri Currn m m .
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by Great. Brlltain, France and Russia. Washington
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would
not discuss the arrest, except
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whatever
resigning."
of
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say
that he is the victim of misnat 01 me uriiiai ear neing nrsi usea to
Register.
all of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
for a funeral? No wedding has had taken identity. As previously publishMANUEL R. OTERO.
such elaliorate and extensive prepara- ed, he was arrested on complaint ot
Register.
HEAVEN REVEALED,
tions made for it as this "White House Station Agent John P. Kennedy at
By Benjamin Fioke Barrett.
wedding. All arrangements were sup- Estancia, who alleges that Rae asked
MERCHANT TAILORING
(3S3 pp., 5Ux7 inches; largu type;
posed to be in the most expert hands, him to cash an express order for $25,
and so far as the wedding was con- after having first presented and withUPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
fine cloth.)
RAILROAD
cerned, everything passed off In the drawn a draft for $300, on the Firs'
AVENUE, O. BAMFor a limited period this book Is of.
yet National bank of Chicago, signed by
most admirable manner.
And
BINI, PROPRIETOM.
fered at trade rates, 50 cents, with
only three days before the great event Treasurer A. C. Tarbett, of the Gulf, Chance for Profit Offered The Evening
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9 cents postage for mailing.
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PASTOR FOR
REMARKABLE WORK.
The Rev. Hugh Iiirckhead has accepted the rectorship of St. George's
.
Protestant Episcopal church in
square, which was resigned by
the great Dr. Rainsford. Mr. Birck-htais a young man, and there are
many wuo fear that he is not strong
fnough for the position. St. George's
Is the oldest Episcopal, or Protestant
church in the city, having 8.00U members, and is a veritable hive or varied lines of work, all at high presjsure. Rainsford was a giant, hut the
work brjke down his health, and the
lamed rector of St. Georgt'swis now
seeking recuperation in the shadow
t'f the pyramids. J. Pierpont Morgan,
who has been the great financial back
r of the enterprise from the time St.
Georgr's was built up from nothing
Into abnormal strength, selected Mr.
iiirckhead. believes in him, and will
him so far as money goes. Rut
that isn't nil that is required.
NEW YORK FERRy"
QUESTION LOOMS LARGE.
1' is very i v idem that the ci y wilt
take over the ferry lines on
!.a.
ice I'.a-- t river. The two bridges ovei
The liver the old Brooklyn bridge and
hi Williamsburg bridge have sinipl
killed the profit earning of the ferry
liiu-s- .
and the companies running them
are practically bankrupt, there not be
in? prctit enough In the trafllc to much
liiuiv linn pay expenses, and iu some
if the mutes not t uough to do even
Wlleii the bridges between the two
now in working order are built and
opened ?o ti iifi'.c. I here will lie
ly any travel at all on the boats, not
ven on the Fulton lerry, walcn has
been a bu money maker these many
years, and from the start. Already
Lome of the
river line have
ukcii off night boats, so fpar.--e is
the trattic. The dock eoiiiminsioiier
thinks thu' seumally the city will
liave to run them, an it Is advocated
that 1n r. be no f. rrnge charged.
Tnis is the s'yle that London ferry
boats are run, the theory being that
the city i. profited by bringing people to" it. in orier that they may
spend their money within its limits.
It will t.ik,- a pile of "money to make
the deal, howevei, probably a'out

:

Office Surety Investment Cg.
D. K. B. SELLERS,

SELLURS, Agent.

D. K.

ror the plant, and the x
annual deficit, It Is estimated, would
bo fram $700,000 to l,'.'ui'.i'uu. wen, 7
it won't do for New York to be withH
out ferry boats.
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EVERYTHING SOLD EXCEPT TWO CHOICE LOTS 150 FEET DEEP, FACING ON 8IXTH STREET
WHICH WE WILL LET GO FOR $325.
$20 DOWN; BALANCE
$10 PER MONTH. PRICES
WILL ACVANCE 25 PER CENT AS SOON AS GRADE IS FINISHED.

per Lot

$20,000,00
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It is to lie

that Norman Hapgood has
!een spoiled by the magnificent victory he Von, as editor of Collier's
Weekly, over Town Topics, Fads and
Fancies, and Colonel Mann. Everybody thought highly of him as one of
the most courageous men In his
and also one of the nisst sure
of his facts and best prepared to substantiate them by proof. But now he
has charged upon the newspapers.
like some Don Quixote nttacking the
windmill. At the Hudson theater Mr.
Hapgood charged that every New York
newspaper was corrupt. He didn't
mince matters at all or beat about
the bush, bin gave names plum ply and
squarely, and gave specific cases. Njw
sonic people believe all the time that
the editors of our big papers
times publish things, not entirely for
ihe public good, but occasionally for
a little, profit for themselves.
Who
can tell the inner motives that animate the editors when they pen their
articles, but we prefer to believe that
ali our great newspaper men are
se.'Vlng the public sincerely as theli
Judgment tells them. We are
tea apt to Judge people harshly who
hold different views from our own,
and parties whose minds are filled
with one Idea are usually given to
elevating that above all others
in
considering public questions and the
men who are connected with public
affairs. Mr. Hapgood as editor, and
the newspaper
he edits. Collier's
Weekly, have been campaigning for
nome time against patent medicines,
and Mr. Hapgood and his newspaper
evidently consider that any publisher
Inserting advertisements commending
these nostrums perforce Influences his
editor as to silence on t'ae subject, but
that doesn't follow, by any manner
of means.
Mr. Hapgood also took a shy at
President Roosevelt, accusing him ot
inveracity. Many seem nowadays to
be disiosed to fling
at President
Roosevelt so far as they dare, having
In view his wonderful popularity. Mr.
Hapgood seems to think that Mr.
Roosevelt. Tiavlng a profound sense of
ills own standing and position, takes
advantage of it, to beat down all who
challenge his statements.
This is a
common practice among politicians ot
importance and very wealthy men. It
Is a very prominent trait of what are
called the "respectable class." that
they think their word should count
lor everything and the other fellow's
word for nothing. But Mr, Roosevelt
is impetuous, of strong convictions ana
fearless in expressing them, and when
he wants anything he wants It very
much, and so when he meets opposl
tion he is apt to fling himself at it
without stopping to choise his words,
and in his heat says things which in
his cooler moments he doesn't hold,
and really thinks he never said. Mr
Hapgood was comparing him to TJn-- t
oln. That wasn't fair. Nobody can
l;e compared with Lincoln, but we
in u at remember that when Lincoln
v. rs living he had more detractors and
assailants than any other man that
lias, iiince his death, lived in any pim-liposition in this country. The little accusations, inuendoes, surmises
deductions against President
and
Roosevelt are but as flea bites to
those that were hurled at Lincoln so
constantly that the air was fairly saturated with them. And with all that,
there was such a stream of vile
abuse that it was fairly sickening.
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The Kim Tree at Philadelphia, under which William
I'enn made his famous treaty with nineteen tribes ol
The New Mexican says that "one or the must Itnpor- - barbarians.
The Charier Oak at llartf.ird, which preserved the
lant. rnictnl questions of the day Is linw to improve and
Iteautify the cities of the country. Tlio people of America written guarantee of the liberties of the colony of Con-miont.
have been the busiest people on caMh. Tlio lirst comers
Tho
Oak tree of Flushing, 1mg
were compelled ti hew clown the forests and plough the
prairies to enrn the means of existence. After a while Island, under which George Fox, the founder of tho Society of Friends or Quakers, preached
nme the l.ulldlng of towus and cities. The first attempts
The lofty Cypress tree in tlio Dismal Swamp, under
wore crude and unsightly, hut. they served the pin pose
if the times. Soon more artistic buildings, on wider and which Washington revised one night in his young mantnoro commodious streets were erected, and for a while hood.
The huge French Apple tree near Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Ihe people were satisfied; but not for long. A desire
which has Income a demand has arisen for planting where Little Turtle, the great Miami chlfer, gathered
trees along tho residence streets and such streets are his warriors
Tbe Klin tree, at Cambridge, in tho shade of whl' ii
not considered Derfoct without them. The best example
r how beautiful a city can lie made under very unprom- Washington first took command of the Continental army,
ising circumstances. In Washington, 1. C. Fifty years on a hot summer's day.
The Tulip tree, on King's Mountain battlefield, in
igo it was one of the most raw. unartlstlc cities In America. General Grant, and "Hobs" Shepard might be called South Carolina, on which ten bloodthirsty Tories were
the creators of the Capital of the Nation. They began hanged at one time.
The tall Pine tree at Fort Kdward, N. Y., under
and amid much opposition and opprobrium persevered
in tho good work. For ull time they will be regarded as which tho beautiful Jane McCrea was slain.
The magnificent Black Walnut tree near Haverstraw,
the greatest benefactors of that city. The many stately
tvenues are lined with trees from end to end, which Im- on tho Hudson, at which General Wayne mustered his
parts a beauty which nothing else could and affords a forces at midnight, preparatory to his gallant nnd sucleUciona shade beneath which people can walk at all cessful attack on Stony Point.
The grand Magnolia tree near Charleston, S. C, untimes in comfort. lYobnbly no more beautiful sylvan
cene can be enjoyed anywhere than the view of Wash- der which General Lincoln held a council of war previous
ington from Arlington Heights. With the exception of to surrendering the city.
The great Pecan tree at Vlllere's plantation, below
the Washington Monument, the Capitol and a few other
cry high buildings, the entire city is lost to View amid New Orleans, under which a portion of the remains of
the verdure of lofty trees and umbrageous foliage. The General Packenham were burled.
The Pear trees, planted, respectively, by Governor
penera effect la charming beyond description."
Tho Citizen has not Infrequently urged upon the Endicott of Massachusetts and Governor Stuyvesant of
people of Albuquerque, property owner and tenant alike, New York, more than 200 years ago.
The Freedman'B Oak, or Emancipation Oak, Hampton
lwrlh the importance and the duty of beautifying our city.
Arbor Day will soon arrive, and on that occasion, not a Institute, Hampton, Va., under which the slaves of this
man. womnn or child except In the decrepitude of age region first heard read President Lincoln's Emancipation
r the helplessness of infancy should fail of making Proclamation.
The Eliot Oak, of Newton, Mass.. under which the
some addition to the permanent adronnient of the Duke
Olty. The city census, but just taken, for school pur- apostle, John Eliot, taught the Indians Christianity.
The Old Liberty Elm of Boston, planted and dedi
By all means It should
poses. Is most satisfactory.
awaken each citizen to renwed pride, energy and action, cated by a schoolmaster to the Independence of the col
nd In the resulting efforts for continued advancement onies, and the rallying point for patriots before, during
along systematically adopted lines, home beautlflcation and after the Revolutionary War.
The Burgoyne Elm, at Albany, N. Y., planted t he day
should take the lend.
Burgoye was brought there a prisoner.
The Ash and Tulip trees planted at Mount Vernon by
Washington.
E.
Postmaster General Cortelyou Is quoted by W.
The Elm tree planted by General Grant on the Capias thinking that tol Grounds at Washington.
Curtis, in the Chicago Record-Heralthe country at presnt is not prepared for parcels post;
Sequoia Palo Alto, California.
and yet Cortelyou, if Curtis quotes him correctly, has
The Cary tree, planted by Alice and Phobe Cnry In
posl-toigiven the strongest possible refutation of his own
1832, a large nnd 'beautiful Sycamore, seen from the
Ho said, according to Curtis:
Hamilton turnpike, between College Hill and Mount
"The record made by the Hstal service during the Pleasant, Hamilton county, Ohio.
howof,
capable
Christmas holidays shows what it Is
ever, in handling packages of merchandise. Thye was
Authors and Text Books on Trees.
never so severe a test before, and, notwithstanding the
The Bible.
fact that an enormous quantify of extra letters, post
Shakespeare ("As Yon Like It," '
cards and packages were thrown upon us, beginning with Night Dream," "Sonnets.")
the 20th of December and lasting until after New Year's,
William Cullen Brvant, ("Anumg the Trees," ' Plant
there was not the slightest confusion or delay. Every ing of the Apple Tree.")
day's business was cleared up and every package was
Henry W. Longfellow ("Hiawatha.")
started on its journey before the offices were closed, and
James Russell Ixiwcll ("Vision of Sir I.auntal
di(
the deliveries were just as prompt and thorough. Wo
"Biglow Papers Second Series." "The Oak." "To a Pine
not get swamped anywhere. No carrier failed to make Tree," "The Birch Tree," "Indian Summer Reverie,'
Ills regular deliveries on time, although loaded down "Under the Willows.")
with as much weight as he could carry. Wo beat tho ex
John Greenleaf Whittier ("Among the Hills.")
press companies in time and promptness or delivery
Ralph Waldo Emersrm ("My Garden.")
throughout the entire holiday season, and if you had
Henry D. Thoteau ("Wtilden.")
taken the trouble to inspect their cilices and compare
Oliver Wendell Holmes.
them with the postofflces (luring the holiday season you
James Whltcomb Riley.
would appreciate the zeal and loyalty and the hard work I
William Cowper ("Yardly Oaks.")
that was done by our men."
George P. Morris ("Woodman, Spare That Tree.")
Wilson Flagg.
Brooklyn (N. Y.) Eagle; Open air treatment of the
James Thomson '"Autumn.
file Seasons.")
e
sick Is obviously to be undertaken only under t! e
Susan Feniniore Cooper ("The Hours.' )
of a physician. But there is no dou1''.. that those
John Muir ("Our National Parks.")
at us who call ourselves well might be a great deal better
John Milton ("Paradise Ixist," "L'Allegro," "II Pen
out
spend
we
we
number
of
which
hours
doubled the
if
soroso. )
of doors. The open window for sleeping rooms is now
Alfred-Lor- d
Tennyson.
impressed on the entire rising generation. Perhaps the
Sir Walter Scott.
time may come when we find it. practical to keep on
George Eliot.
overcoats and caps and do ofllee work with all windows
John Ilryden.
open. Where is the genius who will invent a glove loose
William Wordsworth.
for warmth and yet flexible enough to permit
Robert Burns.
of using a pen or typewriter expertly? The
Ixml Byron.
exbuildings
an
New
York
make
of
ideal field to
.office
John Raskin.
periment with work in the open air. The winds that
Thomas Moore.
blow from the lower bay at this season have ozone
'
Robert Herrick.
enough to overcome either tuberculosis or pneumonia.
Felicia Heniens ("Homes of New England.")
The old notion that they would overcome the man reckSusan Coolldgo ("The Birch Tree.")
less enough to breathe them seems to lie giving way
Jones Very ("The Tree.")
before the progress of experiment.
Bjornsen ("The Tree.")

Billie Pettis Gets Into

Serious Trouble.

j

Parcels Post
d,

SENTENCED TO 10 DAYS ON STREETS
Guy Brahm, a young, muscular and
finely developed young man of proba-bly 28 years, was sentenced to serve
ten (lavs on tlio streets of Albuquer
que this morning by IVlice Justice
Crawford, on the vagrancy charge.

sr,iid-anc-

The Mounted Police will do well to 9OCK0O00X0CKX2OCX0XXXX0XXXX
pay attention to the desperadoes who are said to have
assembled In thu Mogollon mountains In western SoHtsintiifiig
corro county. The hold up and kidnaping of Robert W.
Ilannl,;an, a few days ago, in that section, calls for more
IPkcliic
ISfartoakrism
than ordinary action. Indeed, extraordinary efforts
should be made by the officers of Grant and Socorro
counties and by the Mounted Police to apprehend Holli-mathe desperado who was the chief actor, und his conAn exchange tells of an Omaha preacher who went
federates. They were guilty of several crimes which demand speedy und condign punishment after due trial und up In the northwest and spent several days shooting
ronvlctlon. Their capture, trial and conviction will mean meadow larks. For the slaughtering of the birds he was
much for the cause of justice In the Si..ishine Territory. arrested and fined $100. Which served htm light. Out
anyltiiug of 4he
Gallup Republican: Tbe fame of the artesian well wonders whether this minister knows
Society,
an
organization
of
some of the best
iu Gallup is spreading far and near, ami the strike of an Audobin
artesian flow in the valley of the Puoroo river is attract- people in the world, which is spending money and ening considerable attention. The industrial commissioner ergy, largely in vain to save the birds from destruction
of the Santa Fe railroad was informed by letter of the and future general ious from living in a birdless world
strike of the artesian water in this olty, and has written
to the editor of the Republican for particulars, and asks Down deep this minister of Christ is a Pagan, who en
to be kept posted on the future developments of the joys the sport of killing meadow larks as much, in his
wtill. He stated In his letter that he would see to the way, as Nero did in killing Christians for fun.
natter of giving the news of the discovery of artesian
Who that has listened long to the thrilling notes t
water in this valley the greatest publicity in the east, tbe American meadow lark has not felt as if the liquid
where there is great Interest displayed in the agricultural
message ot
Itossibillties of this immediate seel ion of the southwest. tones come down from the skies above a
love from the Lord of love? Wliat sort of a man is h
Tbe Civic Improvement League of Columbia, S.
preacher or what not. who for the mere sake of killing,
an active branch of the American Civic Association,, has would be the assassin rather than the protector and
received permission from the board of directors of the lover of these ('allure,!
choristers of the field? Win
Timrod Library to place in one corner of tbe reading
room a table containing civic improvement literature. would be rni enough to hush the song of the lilt!
The use of this literature is open 10 the public. At the throat, almost burst lug in praise of its Maker, and bath
beginning the collection is small, though the writings it In its own innocent blood?
Perhaps ihe pr ache
hoar upon almost every phase of improvement work. thought only of the hunt. He was just bunting that
Additions will lie made from time to time us new publications appear. No doubt tbe directors of the Albuquer- relic of burbarism.
There was u time wtien hunting ?as the business ol
que Free Library could secure on application to the American Civic Association, a supply of similar literature. life and was justifiable. The primitive man must needs
fare forth to Mud bis food, whenever lie might. The pio
,
The following statement of the increase ol currency neer of new
lands had a like excuse; but In this day
in this country in eleven months, would seem to indicate
is
no
there
defense
for the mere snort of hunting the
(but little need of a more elastic currency. On January
It is tin
killing of birds and animals for amusement.
1, 1905, the total money iu the country was $2.SSH.lu:i.-HOn December 1, l'Jt'.'i, it was f iVjTti.ViL'.H-- ', show- indulgence of barbarous instincts inherited from bloody
ing an increaso amounting to $l,i7,lS,H73, an increase ancestors. He must be a hard hearted man, who can
monthly increase of $l",4Sl,72."i, and a per capita Increase
of 63 cents, iu eleven months. Tbe National banks in- with no pity in his hear;, look upon the innocent, flutter
creased their circulation from $l04.7!U.ir,i; on January lug bird that he has wounded to the death, weltering in
J, 1!M)5, to $533.3290.258 on December 1. Bin.', an increase Its blood, agouiiiig in its throes. Somewhere In ills
of $C8,52tj,102 in eleven mouths.
veins, if lie have no compunction, must be the course
blood
of the low assassin. Nor Is tlio inducement of big
".My own
Charlotte, N. C, Observer:
puisouul
ideas," says Jacob A. Riis, who is the president's itoswell, game stflcient to justifv the huntsman, who with horse
"are that ho should be mayor of New York when be goes and dog and gun, follows the Inoffensive creature, wh
out of office here. If not that, should like to see him In shoots down the gentle doe or reindeer. Veterans of the
congress, where lie could continue to do something for hunt have told how sometimes as they looked into th
almost human eyes of their prey, a great
the people." It has been said, we don't know by what horror-strickeauthority, that Mr. Roosevelt would like to go to the pity of tlie poor creatures, butchered to make a holiday
senate after the expiration of his presidential service, has come iiihiii them. It, is a long cry from the baruar
and there Is no doubt about tho fact that he would tie oils to the humane. The world grows humane but slowly
very valuable Iu Jielplug Mr. Tillman to keep that body Some day the man who kills the Inuocent and the genu
for mere fun's hake will be despised by his fellow men
rtirreJ up.

For Sport
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Suits and
Children's Suits in the latest styles

The original chargo against Brahm
under false pretenses.
The police report states. In this connection, that Brahm called upon lxira
Anderson yesterday, a rooming hous(
lady, Informed Ik r that one Virginia
Mestas wished the loan of V, and
Virginia had sent him fjr tho "V
spot. As the .Vestas girl was a roomer
at the plnco and had good credit, it
Is said that tho money asked for was
given to Brahm, and he disappeared.
Later In the day Miss Mestas met
tho Anderson woman, notes wtre ex- hanged, and tho facts In the money
deal learned, and then there wore two
angry women. To the police they imThe
mediately took their troubles.
police found Brahm not long afterards and to ihe city prison they took
him, where he was confined over
night.
In police court this morning Brantn
denied receiving any money from the
Anderson woman or from any other,
person. He said he was brought to
this city to go on a boxing exhibition
this city to goon in a boxing exhibition
lodge. This fell through and he remained In tho city at the request ol
certain members of the. Eagles' lodge,
were arranging for a similar
who
event. This too, fell through, but
still, friends of Brahm Induced him to
remain in. the city.
Chief McMillln told tho. court that
Brahm's familiar vocation was loafing. That he, himself, had repeatedly
ordered the follow out of town, and
likewise had tho rest of the. police

n.

New Mexican:

Young Men's Suits, Boys'

j

was securing money

11
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I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF
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wide-spreadi-
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PRIZE FIGHTER

American Civic Association.

W. T. McCREIGHT

W. 8. STRICKLER
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Monday,-Februar-

A Fiffe Ghren Away With Every Boy's Suit.

DUNLAP OPENING DAY FEBRUARY 17

M ANDELL

M

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

-

olky of tilhis Stoire
is to clean up Tstock

once yearly and open
season with new goods.
0

THE NAME

force.
It developed that, the coat and vest
Brahm had on belonged to another

Wm. CHAPLIN

party. Brahm alleging that a friend
and himself had simply traded, and
that, his recommendations as a switch
man were in the vest that the other
party had on. Tho "other party says
however, that Brahm is wearing his
lothes without permission, and he is
wearing Brahm's through no choice ol
his own. Judge, Crawford's sentence
do' s not permit Brahm to pay a fine
even If he is able to raise the money.
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best shoeslbutit stands
equally for honest advertising.
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ICCO pairs women's fine shoes
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There will be a meeting of the.
Woodmen's Circlo tomorrow after
noon, at 2; 3u o'clock, In Odd Fellows
Hall.
The regular meeting of the Wom
en's Relief Corps will be held tomor
row afternoon, at 2:3d o clock, at
Red Men s Hall.
The Cahtolie Uidies' Aid Society
will meet, tomorrow afternoon, at
o'clock, at St. Mary's Hall. All mem
bers are urged to be present.

shoes.
X

a

rata,
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t

i

r&$

x-- x-x

X- -X

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes

O

Temple Lodge, N. C, A. F. & A. M.,
met this afternoon, at 1 o clock, tor
the purpose of attending tho funeral
of their late brother, H. R. Yeweli

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

The Catholic Lady Foresters will
final meeting- - tomorrow
afternoon, at 2:30, in the St. Mary's
Hall.
All wishing to join that so
ciety should lie present.
hold their

A meeting of the Good Government
League will be hold tonight In th
Knights of Pythias Hall, at which
time all members are requested to be
in attendance, as there will be mat
ters of Importance discussed.
Miss Mahel Strong and Charles
While, whose engagement has been
announced, were the guests of honor
at a private dance given Friday night
at Library hall. ihe hosts were
Messrs. Kirk Bryan, Will White, R.
Jaffa. Ralph Taseher, McGuire, Heald
and I'earlsteln, the chaperones being
Mr. anil Mrs. Harry Mitchener.

0
0

The musical and dance to be ,lven
the Fraternal Brotherhood, at
Elks' Hallhas been postponed until
tomorrow night, owing to a conflict
of dates with the party of Mr. and
Mrs. F. A. Hubbell. which takes place
in Klks' Hall, tonight.
The Fraternal
promises
affair
to
Brotherhood
eclipse, by far, anything previously
given bv that lodge.
by

O
The ladies of the St. John's Guild
will give a birthday party In Guild
Hall, tomorrow evening, at which
time a very excellent musical program will be rendered, including such
veil Known local artists as Mesdaines
licWolt'. Futrelle-Gideon- .
Decker, liar
rison. Ilubbs, Lyon, and Miss Chestnut, and Messrs. Mayuard. Ma ley.
Wright. .McClellan and Tolan.

STEAM

CARPET

CLEANING

THORNTON Th0 Clomnar
He Is the
Cleans everything.
r m anure .tiau. .iionus, paun- - i
1ng and shipping, unpacking and 7
sottlncr ut). and Is no u ns tart at V
the business. There Is no other lust Thornton. Both 'Dhor.es.
737 South Walter Street.
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS
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THE NEW YORK FAIR 3I
ANTONIO ARMIJO, Prop.

GROWN

HOME
Special Sale

Every Saturday.

PliRE

CHILE

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

Third Street.

ooo 004040eOt00 oooooooooooei

STAGE LINE

Carries the Uniter' States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
&
Probably what will be one ,f the particulars, address W. L. Trimble J.
or
most elaliorate dancing parties given Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M.,
M.
in Albuquerque, this season, will ho B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N.
the party tonight in Klks' hall
at which Mr. ami Mrs. Frank A. Hub-be- ll
will be the host and hostess.
Over .".ml invitations to tji,. affair
have been issued, and It is safe to say
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
that the majority of these have been
:i5Va West Railroad Are.
accepted, and that the ball room of
Auto Phone, 320.
the F.Iks' Opera House tonight will
be w.! filled with guests of these
well known and popular entertainers.
The Congregational church had one Albuquerque Novelty Works
of the largest congregations piv.- - nl
F. S. HOPPING. Proprietor
last evening that. It probably ever
321 South Second Street
has held, attracted there by Hie anJust received, large shipment of
nouncement of the sacreii concert Cleveland,
Rambler, Columbia, and
which was rendered by the celebrated
Repairing of all
harpist, Mrs. Sarah Wathetui llruwn, Tribune Bicycles.
give us a call.
supported by a number of tulented kinds. Before buying
Albuquerque
The
musicians.
proPIONEER BAKERY
gram was excellent in every respect,
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor.
and Hie auditorium was packed to
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
the doors, standing room in the rear
of the church auditorium being ut u WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarpremium.
Tho playing
of
Mrs.
Brown showed
rare ability ami antee first class baking. Albuquerque.
pro..,i immensely entenuiiiinu. Mr. 207 8. First Street.
Heatherington sang "The Holy Ciiy."
all
For colds, coughs, bronchitis and
"Help Me to Pray," was rendered
use Compound Syrup
diseases,
lung
lleane. Miss CainpficM, Mrs.
00 ceuts a bottle at
Eucalyptus.
Wiishliuru aud Mrs. Gihh also rend- of
Huppe's.
ered vocal, solos, and Mrs. Brown
gave four harp uumbeis.
Try a Citizen want d.

Cfown Sttidio

.

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm. CHAPLIN

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Ciar

Wholesale liquor and

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet &
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. SchllU Milwaukee Bottled Beers, aud owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 190. Salesroom, 111 South Flrit
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexico.

MAKING CLAIMS WE CAN FILL

AND THEN FILLING THEM RIGHT UP TO THE BRIM, IS THE
REASON WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE
DRUG STORES IN THE SOUTHWEST.

15.

BRIGGS

fc COMPANY
PROP'S. ALVARADO PHARMACY

IT.

First St. and

Gold Are.
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Wootton

&

Myer,

Rea) Estate
AND

Ranches

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
V'i S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.
OOOOOOOOC

When you want something In the

House Furnishing Line
Go To

Chas. L. Keppeler
323 South Second St.
Highest price paid for household
New and second hand toons
bought and sold. Phones: Ston
Red 282; House Black 2C3.

goods.

RENTALS

and

Both Phone.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE
LOANS

Automatlo phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Annljo Building
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PUEBLOS CELEBRATE
DANCE

ACEQUIA

ALBUQUEHOUE EVENING CITIZEN

1906.

THE

EVENING

PAPER

PRINTS

MORNING PAPER TAKES WHAT IS LEFT.

Many From Albuquerque Witnessed Spectacle

at

Isleta Yesterday.
ALL DAY LONG

FIESTA CONTINUED

their pueblos
in Isleta, the Pueblo Indinni eclebrat-I'the. completion of work on thett
accquia. a task which has consumed
much tlmi' and cost considerable hard
laUir.
Tho beautiful, warm . Sunday, drew
hundreds from this city and surrounding country, for the series of spectacles such ns take place on vhese annual occasions, are well worth the
time the trip to lwleta requires. By
there
1 o'cljck yesterday afternoon
was scarcely a horse and carriage obtainable In the city, nnd if the leader
could have stationed himself at some
lxtlnt, on ihe Isleta road from thlR city,
ha would have witnessed hundreds of
such vehicles winding Ihelr way toMany
ward the Indian settlement.
others enjoyed the trip by train.
A thirteen-milride by the winding
and rough pike lakes you to the cole
lirated pueblo and into a specious
plaza, surrounded by white adobe
houses and buildings or quaint architecture with blue coated doors and

ESTIMATE OF COST TO
am ncnni c
Aninmr
UIL UVILKIU1N I LUl LL

tuc

hltnilu
On everv rof, huddled In smal!
stno.1 or sat the stalwart pit-

pblo Indian with his squaw and chil
dren wrapped in their
blankets of home weaves. In spite ol
he torrid sun. At about every door
were similar gatherings. They, witn
100 or more white spectators, weie
Bteadily watching a bund of redskins
nance,
executing a most eccentric
when The Evening Citizen reporter
drove into the inclosure. One tall and
stately pueblo was engaged in slowly
be-while the others
'int a tom-tofell into a V shape line. Every other
one in line was a female, and there
were also several children scattered
through the line. The women, with
their lower limbs snugly wound, and
wrapped up, tight in their blankets,
.
tock hold of the hands oftom-to-the
deAs the man at the
creased tho intervals between beats,
those at the extreme left of the line
began a strange cant, moving their
hands backward and forward simultaneously, until the whole pageant
had caught it and were similarly engaged. Then In perfect time the
dancers stopped ahead with the left
foot, then back with the same foot,
then to the right, moving the right
fan, a stride ahead at the completion
each time of this ahead, back and
right movement.
Tho strange cant, or prayer varied
from a low pitch to piercing shrieks
exand vice versa. Gradually the
panded into a straight line, and a min
ute or so afterwards, the cant ended,
only to be repeated.
Another dance, wherein the tom-toIndian had to literally pound his head
iff, was where all rapidly followed
each other two abreast, accompanied
by a series of war whoops, (they
sounded liko war whoops), and in
which a number of evolutions were
prettily executed, the dance winding
up in the yHrd of the chiei, Into whose
house all repaired for his blessing and
refreshments.
Tho Indian clusters on tho house
taps, those In their courts, or lying
close to tho buildings, the eccentric
dancers on the plaza and the gay
blending of colors, formed a picturesque sight difficult to equal, and impossible to surpass.
visitors
Among the distinguished
were Judge Ira A. Abliott. and General
Manager Wells of the Santa Fe. and
parties.
'
Such dances as described above,
with many others, together with feast
ing and merry making, continued all
day. The cants were prayers
for
water s 1111 the acequias, and the
other modes of celebrating thoso to
commemorate the finishing of necessary work on the witches or acequias
which are to bring the water to the
farms of the Indians that they may lie
properly moistened and crop productmulti-colore-

'

d

men-folks-

.

ive.

MORTUARY
Ship Remains Tonight.
The remains of the late Carl Olson,
the bank cashier of Euclaire, Wis.,
who died In this city, Saturday, will
be shipped to Euclaire tonight for

Mr.

Chavez.
Mrs. Macedonio Chavez, wife of a
prominent Iajarito citizen, died late
Saturday night, at her home, in that
settlement, from a complication of
diseases, at the uge of 54. The funeral ceremonies took place this morning, at 10 o'clock, from the church at
Macedonio

I'ajarito.

Phil Horace Hartman.
This morning, at ti o'clock, at his
residence in this city, l'liil Horace
Hartman. proprietor of a barber shop
on Soiuh First street, ami also a
graduate physician, died of cancer of
th! Ktoiutcli, superinduced by tuberculosis He leaes a wife an I several
other vlal ives, and a lar.e host of
friends, to niuu:i' his loss, rieceased
was a niciu'H-- of the Woodmen of
tho World, and
about IS yea's of
age at the time of bis death. The
funeral ceremonies
!, t:ike place tomorrow afternoon, at J: ilo o'c'ock,
rt nm lSordrr's chapel.
Interment in
Fairvicw cemetery.

ns

Horace Rideout Yewell.
Horace Hideout Ycwell, formerly a
member of the 1'niteil Stafs navy,
who came to Albuquerque some six
years ago, for the benefit of his.
health, being a sufferer from the
dread "while plague," died at his
residence, on West Koma avenue,
Saturday afternoon, at 5: So o'clock,
had many
aged :is years.
friends in this city, who extend to
tho wife ;iii, son their deepest sympathy. The funeral services were
held this afternoon, at 2 o'clock, at
Horder's chapel, tinder the auspices of
the Masonic lodge, of which deceased
was a member in high standing. The
interment took place in Fairview
cemetery, with a Knights Templar
escort .
Charles t'hadwiik. the well knowu
sheep biiver, who visited his parents
he
at Kansas City, has returned, andmost
pronounces his trio one of the
many
enjoyable of hi.s lit". He met
old friends in the treat Kaw river
city, and therefore, his time was very
.pleasantly spent.
1
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Trap Sprung at Nine O'clock
Which Launches Soul

Caused by Longworth Marriage, Made by Citizen's;
Representative at Washington-N- ew
Railway Regulation Dodge Is Too Thin
OTHER GOOD STORIES FROM NATIONAL CAPITAL

one-thir-
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CONLEY.

Horn In Albany,
ber 16, ISIS.
Came to New Mexico In 1879
and worked as a miner.
On January it!, 1905, slut and
Villed, near Questa, James Red- - 4
ding, 19 years old, and Caarles
Purdy, 70 years old.
Arrested, tried, convicted and 4
sentenced to hang February' 1(5,
190fi.
4
Granted ten days' reprieve by
Governor Hagerman.
Hanged February 26, 19(H), at
9 o'clock a. m., aged 67 years, 5
months and 10 days.
4
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Kmhudo, N. M., Feb. 2ti. A courier
on horseback has Just arrived
here
from Taos, and announces that John
Ccnley, the murderer, was hanged at
Taos, X. M., at 9 o'clock this morning, for the killing of James Reading,
aged 19 years, near Questa last year.
The courier states that the condemned
man went to pieces, when lniormed
this morning that he must jKepare
for the hanging, and that he had to
be carried to the gallows. The hang
lng went off smoothly and there was
no hitch
proceedings. No further particulars can be learned at this
time until a second courier, wh.i Is
now en route here, arrives.
X. Y., Sept em- -

Washington. 1. C. Feb. 2H. Now amending the house bill so as to make
beyond
that, the wedding is a week gone by. it constitutional
reasonab?t
and the bridal couple have departed doubt.
In support of this position it is
on the lioneymo :n, Washington Is beginning to reach a s ate of min i when pointed out that the constitution proit can with patience contemplate some vides that private property shall no;
of the more serious, even if less ab- he taken without due process of law,
sorbing, affairs of the nation.
Some one. wholly in good nature,
has attempted to figure ut what the
marriage of Miss Roosevelt 10 Mr.
l.ongworth cost, the government and
the people of the United States. Without taking Into account the value of
wedding gifts and the oiK'lay for wedding finery for 1,000 guests, two items
:f no mean aggregate, the estimate be
gins with the fact that for weeks preceding the event several thousand department employes spent on an average
of their supposed working hours talking and thinking aiiout
the marriage of the president's daughter. On Friday and Saturday of last
week, business in the department was
almost wholly paralyzed.
were
Many thousands of dollars
spent in telegraphic and cable tolls,
furnishing accounts of the wedding to
the newspapers of the world, and the
mere cost of the white paper upon
which these accounts were printed,
would foot up an enormous total.
Nearly every newspaper in the United
States, and hundreds in otner coun-triis- ,
published portrait of the brine
and groom, each one ;f which lost
money.
The above constitute some of the
visible and immediate costs. Ry far
the grea:cr cost, this lover of figures
has It, will lo the example which has
been sol for future brides. No one
of them, of course, will attempt to
rival the White. House nuptial event,
but the prediction is made that the
cost of weddings will be Increased,
say, on an average of ?10 eacn for the
n xt year, and a good many years will
have to pass before the Influence has
wholly run its course.
Figures are given which run away
up into the millions of dollars, but
they nre so manifestly lacking in any
authoritative basis ihat they need not
even lie quoted. It doesn't take any
longer to say a billion dollars than it
does to say a million.
The American people always are
willing to pay and to pay liberally for
being entertained. Tho answering argument, therefore, is that, no maiter
what the White House wedding cost,'
the people, as least the feminine lialf
of them, got their money's w:rth.

--

and any statute empowering a commission to reduce or increase railroad rates comes directly under this
provision.
In this purview of the snhjuc:, the
rate ,flxed by a railroad is private
property. Hence, if this rate is decreased, property is taken. If the
rate is Increased by the commission,
property, by the same token, Is takeu
from tho shipper. The argument is
plain that for the government thus
to Interfere with the rights of property a due process of law must be
prescribed by the statute giving this
extraordinary authority. This, roughly, Is known to be the basic
of all the suppliers of the
president's railroad policy who ae
contending for an amendment of the
Hepburn bill providing for court rent

view.

in-th-

Just

how far the review to be provided for should go Is still a matter ol
doubt and discussion. It is Bald to be
held by so able a lawyer ns Senator
Knox, who lias been chosen by Presi-

dent Roosevelt to draft the review
amendment, that the court's jurisdiction, when once established, cannot,
be limited or circumscribed;
that
when a contested rate once gets into
court. eveiy issue involved will be
tried by the court.
If this view shall lie shown to be
correct, the efforts of that element ot
senators who con:"end that, the court
should not be authorized to review
the whole case de novo, aril without
being Influenced to any extent by the
findings of the commission, will be of
no avail.
ABOMINABLE

SPIES

SYSTEM

OF

At

9 o'clock this morning John Con-lecondemned murderer, died on the
scaffold, in expiation of the crimes
of killing
JatneB Redding
and a
companion, named
Purdy, near Questa, in Taus county,
in January, 1905.
Ir. J. A. Massie, a physician ot
Santa Fe. who went to Taos as Gov
ernor llagerman's agent, to Inquire
into the alleged insanity of Conley,
returned to the capital, a few days ago,
and made a report to the effect, that
tho murderer was sane. Deputy United States Marshal Fred Fornoff, who
carriid tho official reprieve granted to
Conley has also returned from Taos. In
speaking of the insanity plea made by
Conley's friends, he said:
"A funny thing in connection witn
this case is the fact that the con
demned man resented the statement
that he was insane.
Ho said that
mentally, he was all right, and submitted to an examination of his mental condition with rather bad grace.
"There was absolutely no question
in my mind us to Conley's sanity. The
fact that a reprieve was obtained ton
the insanity plea amounts to this
O nicy was forced to suffer for ten
days longer than was necessary."
Late advices from Taos state that
Conley went to pieces as the time ol
tho execution drew near, and that he
had to be carried to the scaffold. In
view of this possibility, the officers of
the law who had charge of the extcu
'I"'1 llal made arrangements to carry
"ulr ule laws commands as expecll-wil- l
"misly as jmssible.
Henry
j. ivinseii, or hunt a he, was at. Taos,
and assisted Sheriff Silviano Lucero
in tlic execution.

PRINTING OFFICE.
known as
the government printing office, seems
to be a veritable brooding place icf discord. The bad taste left in tho public mouth by the squabble between
Public Printer Palmer and Foreman
of Printing Jlicketts, has not yet
wholly disappeared, and now comes a
fresh outbreak inspired by some reforms which have been Inaugurated
by Public Printer sailings, the successor of Mr. Palmer.
A lot of "general orders" have been
issued by Mr Stillings which have
f?:t the big printery by tho ears. The
DIDN'T KNOW TWO WORDS
ARE IN "DAMNED YANKEE." most radical qf these, and the one
Representative J. Adam Rede's lat- against which the employes rail the
talking during
est s'ory Is of n southern girl and a most h'.terly, forbids
Hours. Tncy declare it. now
northern girl who leaned together woricr.!,
of a penal institution, and they
over the railing of the house gallery smacks
proress to wonder If the next "order'
listening to a debate. They were
not prescribe a working uniform;
strangers and neither knew tho
of stripes. The restraint Is regarded
of the other.
a humlliati'on by the men and womA member from
a southern stale as
en who do Undo Sam's prin'lng, and
eloquent
pendwaxed
and warm over a
ing question, and in the heat of argu- the force appears to be pretty badly
FORGER VIC11MIZES MORE
ment. Ills grammar slipped away from demoralized.
"Why," said a veteran printer, who
him. After a particularly vicious ashas
'been in the office something like
LOCAL BUSINESS MEN
sault upon the king's Knglish. the a quarter
of a century, "if I ask my
northern girl turned to her neighbor alley-matfor a chew of tobacco, I aril
and said:
violating the public printer's orders, A JOHN MOORE OPERATES IN
"Isn't it surprising what a vast and subjecting
ALBUQUERQUE, AND LEAVES
to some terri- amount of ignorance there is down t hie punishment. myself
CITY $100 RICHER.
I don't know lust
south?"
what.
Anybody
knows
a
printer
can't
"Yes, indeed," drawled the girl from
Another "Jim, the Penman." has
Dixie, without' so much as looking up. work unless he's got a chew, and if dashed off a few checks in Albuquermy
I've
plug
left
govhomo
tho
at
que, presented ihem to unsuspecting
"Why, will you believe that I was 21 ernment
will be a bigger loser than merchants,
years old before I knew the expres- if
received the "doughsky,"
I stopped every five minutes to beg
sion 'damned Yankee' consisted
and left our philanthropic midst just
of a bite."
two words?"
$100
than when he struck the
The printers object as much to the city ofricher
pure air and generosity.
form as to the substance
or
M,r.
Two checks, in ali, were passed,
NEW DODGE BY RATE
Sailings' orders. They
they are both lK'aring the signatures of the
REGULATION
OPPOSERS. drawn up in the stylo of say
army orders, Ijintry-Shar- p
Construction company,
It will be a relief to tho
country but couched in language
that might and made payable to John Moore, bewhen congress finally makes an end well be employed
to
convicts. They ing drawn on the' First National bank
of the railroad rate regulation busi want (
know when the lock-steIs of Santa Fe, with tie endorsement of
ness. That the subject is one of the to be introduced,
make other C. A. Sharp.
most Important with which the law- comments in privateandwhich
the public The Savoy Hotel has one of the
making body has had to deal with In firl.it.ji. w,.. 1.1
I.
111..
bogus bits of paper and the Slurges
menrry of the present generation,
The most serious charge tho prin- Kuropean Hotel the other.
cannot be denied, but nevertheless, ters make against Mr. Stillings and
There is no clue, as yet, as to the
every one will be glad when the agony one which, if
will founded, is entitled alleged forger's
liei e:iliouts.
Is over. ,
to consideration, is that a spy system
The public mind is becoming hope has been introduced, whereby nonThe declamatory contest 10 lie held
lessly befogged with all the techni- compliance with
Tuesday, February 27, under the aus
tho general
cal points that have been raised for report vd t headquarters by orders Is pices of the University or
New Mexico
and against th" administration meas- in minor capacities. Insteadworkmen
of the will be well worth attending. At Elks
ure. It would seem that if tho ablest foivmen in charge.
hall; admission 21 cents.
lawyers of tho land were unable, to
reach a common ground of agreement, CARNEGIE WILL PROVIDE
DON'T MISS THE CONCERT AND
A T
L.J
C A I I
n
i
ihaL the layman might as will give up
fFOR FORMER EMPLOYES. MORROW
1iojk: there is not an absence f stis
picion, however, that some one Is enA pretty story is told of how Andre
BENEVOLENT SOCIETY'S GREAT
gaged In' trying to throw dust In the Carnegio has come to the relief of J. ANNUAL FEAST OF PLEASURE.
eyes of ihe public. lawyers, as a II. Larcomb, a veteran employe of the
rule, have no patience with the old pension ..fllee, who, by reason of adTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
maxim that a straight line is the vancing years, had been reduced in
shortest distance between two poius. rank and salary.
WAXTLU Girl for genual h:ius,'They prefer. If their case be not
"Years ago," the published story
work, itiiti West K.iilroad avenue.
wholly a clear one. at least, 10 arrive runs, "Mr. Lnrcomb and Mr. Carnegie
given
at a
mint through a maze ot worked together in a telegraph otllce LOST A black water spaniel dug,
technicalities bewildering to tho un In Pittsburg, the former being the
about 3 months old. Finder return
initiated.
'boss.' The
friendship
lo Weiller residence, West Railroad
Just now the lawyers of the senate
avenue, and receive reward.
tho two men was brought out
are engaging themselves
with the recently, when Mr. Larcomb, who is !o
o
question of court review f rate de- years of age, was teiilng his trouble FOR SALB Good
farm ;tnd
cisions which it is proposed to em- to his friends. His salary has jusl
work horses. Call at Hahn's coal
power the interstate commerce com- been cut. down to $Hm) a year, and in
yard.
mission to make. The statement is talking of his prosinxts for the future,
HUSlNKrisYllANCK
GOOD
Gool lo
made that the president no longer which appeared ghxmiy, he incidentcation for a general merchandise
d ubts the advisability of having in ally told of the past.
Ho said that
; fl.SiMj
business
p.
12,000 capital
the law a specific provision for
i years ago Andrew Carnegie, who baa
required. Address, A. It., this of
w.
lie has been convinced, it is since grown rich aud famous, was one
flee.
Mated on excellent authority, that un- of the 'boys' who worked for him.
less the law carries this provision, the.
"Prof. J. Fntls,! Richards, well
Tuehday evening,
7, the
whole statute may le declared uncon- kn' wn hire as a writer, learned ot
stitutional by the courts, and thus all the cae, and determined to communi- second annual declamatory contst to
held under the uusplees of the New
tho haiil work done by himself and cate with Mr. Carnegie, with a view-t.Mexico 1'niversity will take place. The
the supiorters of his capaign for rail-- r
learning tho facts. He received a Lyric
QCartet will siim. Admission Zj
ad reform would fail and the en- reply in which Mr. Carnegio said that
tire work would have to be done over. Mr. Larcomb at ono time was his cents.
Most
of the lawyers of rec- - boss,' and that he was a mighty good
Misses an, chtl
trimmed hats,
nlzed ability
on
republican 'hosss.' He suggested that Mr.
tho
-and .Vl cents for tin- next five days
side of the senate are of the
quit tho government service, J Ilrieii
Sisters. Wi West KailroacJ
opinion that the Hepburn bill as and said that he would provide for
avenue.
it came from the house, would
not him tho rest of his days. It is underMand the test of tho courts, and it is stood that Mr. Carnegio will give Mr.
SHOW "HfP" a floor. Ti ii r
fnr this reason that those senators of
a generous allowance. The
IIEND THE GRAND CONCERT
tfm president's party who are support- old clerk will soon file his resignation
BALL AT COLOMBO HALL,
ing his railrr.ad policy are In favor ol 'i'ith the commissioner of pensions, j TOMORROW
NIGHT.
fc'eog-raph-
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MURDER

IS

JUST RECEIVED

Slocum Is Dead and His As
DIES
sailant, Victor Telles, Is
Yet Uncaptured
ON GALLOWS

CONLEY

Yesterday all day, at
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KNOWN

OF DEAD

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

MAN

Pe.vr Slocum, the. lumber jack in
th employ of the American Lumber
company in the Zunl mountains, assaulted on Friday by Victor Telles, a
saloon keeper of JOP Padtlla's notorl
ous place, died from his injuries yes
terday morning at St. Joseph's hos
pital. where he was brought in an unconscious condition on Saturday morn
ing. The remain now lie in the undertaking parlors of O. W. Strong's
sons, awaiting the disposal of friends
and relatives, if any can be found.
Slocum's death was directly due. to
a blow on the head, said to have been
delivered by Telles. The skull was
fractured, and an operation which was
made at the hospital yesterday morning, revealed a large clot of blood
resting on the brain. The blood was
removed, but the patient never regained consciousness.
In fact, he
never spoke afrer being found In the
saloon on Friday, and his lire- was de
spalred of ven before the operation.
The death of Slocum brands Telle
a murderer, and will probably stimulate tho efforts of officers to capture
him.
Immediately after assaulting
Slocum ho left, the ogglng camp on
horseback and rode to Guam. Leaving
his horse there, he disappeared.
Very little can be learned of Slocum. He wandered Into, the lumber
camp several months ago, coming
from, nobody knows where. He was
industrious, and not given to making
trouble. His friends at tho logging
camp do not believe the story that
he stole money from Telles. and seem
more ready to believe that ne wits
murderel for his money, 20. which
he was known to possess on going to
t'he Telles saloon the day he was
assaulted, and which was taken from
hla pockets after he was knocked unconscious.
Telles Is said to have a family living In Gallup. Ho Is a native by
birth, and Is about 30 years of age.
His reputation is one that would not
Influence a judge or Jury toward leniency, and If he should be captured,
his punishment will doubtless le the
extreme penalty of the law.
4

BIRTHDAY PARTY
TOMORROW NIGHT
program will be
The following
given at the birthday party to be
given tomorrow evening, the 27th, in
the Guild Hall of St. John's church,
by the ladies ot St. John s Guild:
Selected
Piano solo
C. Paul Maloy.
Selected
Vocal solo
Miss Ethel Chestnut.
Trio Andante Waltz, Romance
Harp, Mrs. DeWolf; Mandolins,
C. Wright and Allied McClellan.
'.
Vocal solo"
Selected
T. Y. Mnynard.
Harp solo
Selected
Mrs.

De Wolf.

Selected
Carl J. Tolan.
Ladles' Quintette "The Merry Dance"
Mrs. Harrison, Mrs. Decker, Mrs.
Lyons, Mrs. Hubbs.
Accompanists Mrs. Rosa Futrelle-GideonMrs. Decker, Miss Chestnut.
Violin

solo

RUGS AflD CARPETS
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The Latest Designs and Colorings.
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Mlbert Faher
We carry a complete tock of
motors for alternating nd dlreo
currents.
HOUSE WIRING

Southwestern
Electric &
I0H.-P- .

6.

Construction

E. Induction Motor

216 8outh Second

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine
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The St. Elmo
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CLUB ROOMS

'

La' CmtilB

HAVANA CIGARS
Fragrant
and
Wcj
sold by all Dealers
TAKE A TRIP TO HAPPY LAND
on a box of WHITE LILY cigars. It's
u cheap trip (fare only $2.00 for fifty
good smokes, paltry Be for one),
yet tho enjoyment Is not measured
by the insignificant price. But if your
would have Instant pleasure, buy your
ticket his day you'll bo after other
rides day after day as long as HQ
mako sueh fino cigars hs the WHITE
LILY for such small money.

J.

A.

U.ti

I'll'

r.i

RICHARDS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

THE FIRST LESSON

1

IN BREAD MAKING.
Is tbo most important of all; that
la the selection of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about thl it
Empress Hour is chosen. It is bo

f

Mfi

good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The beet
bread makers use it for that very
reason.

yJWL
SSflj"! piOT

Three Minutes.
The hands do

j

Wines, Brandies. Etc. J:

West Railroad Avenue

SMOKE

n

i

Finest Whiskies

Prop'.

BARNETT,

DEDrnn
AJAJ.AVVJlJ.XVy
iA. Wholesale
Agent,

tut

'

114

in

Works J

R.
MALL, Proprietor
0
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; lhaftln
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columni and Iron front for
T
0 Buildings.
Ropmlr on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m Bpmolalty
4
Foundry east wide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, M. U.

113J4 WEST

nixes 2nd bunds

Street

o-o-

o
A LARGE STOCK
OF NEW AND
HAND
SECOND
BICYCLES
FOR
SALE AT HARRY T. JOHNSON'S
BICYCLE STORE.

m?f BRE&D
MAKER

Go.

Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.

o

ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.

SPECIALTY.

Fixtures

The ladies of the first division of
the St. John's Guild will entertain at
a Itirthday Party, at Guild Hall, on
Tuesday evening, February
27th.
Music and refreshments.

FOURTH

A

'

Electric, 1jas & Combination

ALFALFA. FIRST CUTTING, PER
FECTLY
DRY, AND AS BRIGHT
EV
COLOR AS WHEN GROWING.
ERY BALE GUARANTEED.
E. W.
FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND STREET.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

I

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

-

,

v

West Copper Ave.

J
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SacotoMBO

-

old-tim- e

n
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Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
FOURTH

ST. AND RAILROAD

AVE,

re-v-

Ijir-com-

''

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB

CATHEDRAL

OLD

AUSTRIAN

F'urniture and Crockery
BORRADAILE

STRONG BLOCK.

& CO.,

117 Gold Avenue

3000CKXD00000XXOOOOOC

ooooooooco ooooooooooa
f

0. W. Strong's Sons

BUILDING.

CHINA

J

"I made $350 on that 60c," said a
prominent Albuquerque business man,
on the completion of his conversation
over the Long Distance Telephone.
MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
by using the toll lines of

UNDERTAKERS

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

18

N, T. Armljo Building.

-

Fairview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Super, titeniletits

sod

MONUMENTS
201 111 N. Second St.,

Both Phones.

LOW RATES

f

0000Ott

0090 0O00
Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the New

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE SIX,

DESTINY AND DETERMINATION
Workers of America.
Indianapolis, Intl., Feb. 26. With
Spring Valley, 111., Mitchell's native
another mammofh minors' strike Im- town, a typical mining settlement, has
minent, onp that will be thp greatest always been the family's home, al
though Mitchell himself Is at headquar
In the history
of tho vsorld, the
searchlight of public attention Is again
tinned toward John Mltehell, president
of the United Mine Workers union,
who has already led masterfully three
Industrial wars.
John Mitchell today has the greatest single purposed following In the
United Spates. He sways at the most
delicate touch exceeding 500,000 nieu
when the Issues once are. drawn. And
he Is hut 3'.i years of age.
clerYes. this serious, round-eyed- ,
ical lookiug, dork little man wields
more power In his poverty than the
man of the most millions in the country, for his following Is exclusively
human a half million of soldiers who
rum nose absolutely the entire arm
and largest of the vast host of in-

m

list

r

t

-

FACTS ABOUT JOHN MITCHELL.

Age SG yenrs.
Born in Spring Valley, 111.
Father of Irish descent; mother of English descent.
Began work in a mine at the age of 13 years.
Joined the Knlght3 of Labor when he was 16 years old.
Drifted west to Mexico and Colorado.
Returned to Spring Valley.
Was elected master workman cf the local Knights of Labor in

Married Catherine O'Rourke in 1892.
In 1895 was elected delegate to the district convention of the
United Mine' Workers.
Lobbied in the Illinois legislature in behalf of laws for the
miners.
Became vice president of the United Mine Workers of America.
Succeeded M. D. Ratchford as president of the organization in
the year 1898.
Began reorganizing the miners
Increased their number from
43,000 to ever 300,000, especially in the great
anthracite fields of
Pennsylvania.
Was successful in the anthracite strike of 1900, and secured concessions and a tnice In the strike of 1902.
Richard, 12; James, 10; Robert, 8; Marie, 6 years old.
Children:
'
-

d

v
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THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

A NEW

ATTORNEY GENERAL
'P'satoUvZ,

YVV

V

TV

It is very generally conceded
that Governor Hagerman hasshown excellent Judgment In deelding to appoint Captain W. C.
Held, or Roswell, to be attorney
general for the territory, says a
correspondent writing from Ros- well.
Captain Rcid is a good lawyer
and is studious and inclined to go
to the bottom of things, which,
with his naturally Judicious tern- perament and disposition, will
make him a safe adviser for the '
governor.
It is learned that Colonel '
Prichard will soon resign the at- - 4
'
torney generalship.
9 9. 9
9 H 9.9. 9.9 9.

rXT-We

But, the Digestive Juice we waste in
doing this today is needed for tomorrow's
natural Digestion. We cannot afford to
lose it.
That's why Cascarets are the onjjr safe
medicine for the bowels.

MEALS

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the beet. The only way with two through

TO OUR. FRIENDS!

trains dally, carrying standard and tcjrist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any tins

senfl

TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

y,

Sterling Kemedy Company, Chicago or New York.

Tor full particulars see any agent, or address

GARNETT KING

R. STILES

V.

General Agent.

a

BEST AMERICAN DOLLAR

Gen. Pass. Agent.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

HIS BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTER WAS AN AID IN GETTING RID OF THE

COUNTERFEITS.

New York, Feb. 2C A beautiful
Italian girl of 18, Franceses Angelont.
Is languishing in a cell of the United
Stales prison here to day, declared to
be one of the most skillful counterfeiters In the country. It Is alleged
by government secret service men that
since this girl's 11th year she and her
father have been engaged in manufacturing and passing spurious dollars.
So perfect has been the work that
many of the bad coins were passed
through the treasury department at
Washington.
It is cnarged that the
Angelonls have coined
more than

Santa

,1"

1

t1

11

X

k

'A4

Giovanni Angeloni was an expert
eweler when be came to this country
en years ago. He commanded a large
slary, but money did not come to him
quickly enough
He made ten golden eagles five years
ago and pent his daughter out to pass
suspicious
them. Merchants
of the girl with o :nueh gold, and
she was arrester1
i'o save her lather
the girl said .we had made the coins
herself. Her youth and beauty ap
pealed to the court and sentence was
uspended.
When secret service men raided the

GIOVANNI
I

OF NO.

--

AXGEIX)NI.

Italian's home a few days ago they
found the father baking a dollar mold

In a charcoal fl re. He and the girl
were arrested.
Chief Flynn, of the service said that
AngolonI and his daughter had made
ihe best imitation of the American
dollar of any he had ever seen. They
had never used the same mold twice,
and their coins were 7j0 fine, whereas
the government makes them 050 fine,
with copper alloy.

MODJESKA PLAYS TO
A CROWDED HOUSE!!

7

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock: Island & Pacific Hallways. At Remedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
8. B. GRIM SHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
GENERAL OFFICES
8ANTA FE, N. M.

$10,000.

THAT SHE'
PATTERSON AND DEMONSTRATES
SUPREME COURT
IC CAD C D A
r fci T-- v n sm r
MADE A HAUL AT THE DEPOT
ACT PLEASES IN HER INTERLATE LAST EVENING.
PRETATION
OF "LADY
MACCASES SET FOR HEARING IN SUAVhen No. 7 arrived at the depot last
BETH."
PREME COURT AT ADJOURNED
evening there stood on the head end,
SESSION, BEGINNING MONDAY,
Madame Modjeska, one of America's
or in homology, on the "blind bag
demonstrated
gage, three young men who found roremost tragediennes,
this mode of traveling a bit disagreea- to a packed house Saturday night lb
The following cases have been set
!e, but cheaper than riding the cush Ihe Elks' theater that despite the fact
for hearing during the adjourned term
that she is a grandmother, and well
ions.
of the supreme court, from January,
TmhjxirUtjM.
Sad to relate, however, the journey on towards the three score years and
1906, beginning February 28, 1906:
wa.s inter ten mark, still has all of her
of the
Wednesday, February 28.
By Hamilton Wright.
,
Americans Work Mines
fire and dramatic spirit.
Special
rupted
Officer
for
No. 1194 Susan K. Barber, plainhere
Americana are working the copper son stood waiting for the trio asPatter
If in the large audience there were
Bayombong. P. I.. Fob. 2C The
they
tiff in error, vs. Monroe Harper,
rrpatPst nwi .f tho phlllnnlne istniuls mines in Itenguet. A mine worked alighted from the train, arrested them any who went expecting to find a
in error.
is improved transportation t'Y Clias. Kelly, nas J.ooo leet or and locked them up m the city prison "has been," they were happily disapNo. 1131 Peter Kitchen, appellee,! today
i nis wont was
facilities. Traveling from Manila tojsnans and lunneis.
on the charge of vagrancy. They gave pointed, for despite her nianv vears
vs. George Schuster, appellant.
Bayombong, abrmt 220 miles, into theldo11" hy Ingorrote labor at 5 cents a their names as M. J. Hoag, H. A. Ten-nan- t on the stage, Madame Modjeska's art
Thursday, March 1.
day, American money. It cost $7,500
No. 1132 Levi R. Thompson and Interior, one Is imoressed with the! gold, and would have cost $00,000 in
and T. U. Williams. The young is still trauscendant, her voice rings
men said that they had been working true, and is audible at the rear of tho
A. B. McMillen. appellants, vs Maria fact that there is not an acre of
the
United
States
is
along
ground
tho whole route that
auditorium and she thows little sign!
Ines Garcia de Snvder, appellee.
The richest concerns in the Islands in the mines at Cripple Creek, shipped of age. And yet her admirers could
of hard
on
Kennedy
from
No. 1137 and 1138 T. E. Hyde. Jr. uot fertile. It takes a week
to
to
Denver
work
traveling
make the Journey now, Is La Compania Tabacolera General the Simla
Fe Central, arrived there to not be blind to the fact that the Lady
and Marietta P. Wetherill, appellees, but when to
which
the projected railway sys- - (General Tobacco company),
Macbeth mf Saturday night had morej
place
vs. J. E. Elmer, appellant.
that the
had been mis- years
are built one will be able to go "as maae minions oi uonars urniing discover
than the creator of the characNo. 1140 Territory of New Mexico terns
ot
being
represented
to
them,
out
and
umacco
I'agayan
vanej.
in
trie
Willi'"
railway
eight
in
Tho first
money came on to secure work and ter accorded her. One unconsciously
appellee, vs. J. 11. Russell, appellant. run fpnnthours.
Money for the Americans.
1nniln th rniiirh ht interior!
No. 1142 Territory of New Mexico, of Luzon to Anarrl. 3G0 miles. Only one1 There is lots of money to be mode money to take them to IJisbee, Ariz. feels that this artiste has reached an
age when she must husband her
appellee, vs. Joshue P. Church, appel- pack train besides
that of the writer, by American capital In hemp, tobacco They were given ten days each on the strength. Hut not to this is duo the
lant.
ever undertaken to make the con- copra, cocoanut. sugar and rice grow streets here.
lias
restrained, the easy and natural de- Friday, March 2.
tinuous Journey
from Manila to ing. The output of hemp has greatly
of the character of Shakes
No, 1114 Perfecto Arruljo, appellee, Aparrl.
increased since the American Har Common Colds Are the Cause of Many lineation
peare's ambitious woman. It is the
vs. J. A. Henry, et al, appellants.
vester company went into the indus
Serious Diseases.
Magnificent Cattle Range.
perfection of her are by which the
No. 1145 M. 11. Minter, appellant,
Physicians who have gained a na mere suggestion
Thousands and thousands of head try with American energy and lm
a gesture or a
vs. Territory of New Mexico, appellee. of cattle could be raised in the high proved methods of cultivation.
tional reputations as analysts of the move of the body ofdiscloses the workNo. 1147 In the matter of Bernhard Interior valleys of Luzon. Great areas
The government has guaranteed the cause of various diseases, claim that
ings of a turbulent mind. No loud
Myer, bankrupt.
be cultivated to rice and cocoa- - IhukIs for 1,200 miles of railroad in if catching cold could be avoided a
no pawing of
t al, could
No. 1148 John H. Kingston.
nuts, further down in the Cagayan the Philippines for a period of thirty long list of dangerous ailments would speech, no declaiming,
appellants, vs. J. W. Walters, appellee. valley millions of dollars' worth of years at 4 per cent. There is an never be heard of. Kvery one knows the empty air. no screams, marked
Lady Macbeth, as seen Saturday
the. finest tobaco could be proierly almiulance of limber for ties as the that pneumonia and consumption orig the
r. :u':t.
DEATH OF MRS. GROSBRENNER
cured and raised. Yet, with the ex- line progresses and after the roa inate from a cold, and chronic caThe support was good. Macbeth
AND RIDE TO NOTIFY HUSBAND ception of the Cagayan valley, all this crosses the Caraballo range It wil tarrh, bronchitis, and all throat and
The Sierra fount y Advocate, which recion of interior of l.ny.on is cut off have an almost steady down hill run lung troubles are aggravated and rend was essayed bv Charles I). Herman, ,
in
fashion. He is gener-reached the city yesterday from Hills-bor- from the world.
Tho only produce '"r "'most 2,0 miles
ered more serious by each fresh at- allvworkmanlike
convincing,
generally
effective,
brought the following article of raised is for homo consumption. The
tack. Do ot risk vour life or t;ike ati.l always picturesque.
Wadswortu
the death of Mrs. Grosbretiner, and a Philippines are far more fertile; than FORGER ESCAPES FROM
chances when you have n cold, Harris wa.s a dignified and virile
rido to notify her husband. The Ad- Japan, and with railroad facilities
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy will
THE BERNALILLO BASTILLE euro
Malcolm was capably done by
vocate says:
they will U'Cotne tremendous exportit before these diseases develop
Kdwin
Caldwell, and Macduff, by WilOhas. IV)tier arrived here last Tues- ers. In fact, the M3.0oo,000 wortli of
This remedy contains no opium, morsettings were
day afternoon from the Mimbres, goods that the Philippines exported
McVan, alias James McDo'V phine or other harmful drug and has liam Hazeltine. The
.lames
iirlngiug the news of tho death of last year were the products of only aid, who has been confined In th thirty years of reputation back of it,
but sufficient.
Others in the cast handled t aelr
Mrs. Grosbretiner, wifo of Hanger a very small portion oi tne islands. Sandoval county
liernallllo on gained by its cures under every con- parts
in excellent manner, and kept
Crosbrenner, who died very suddenly The statement has been made that charges of forgeryjailandat horse
by all druggis's.
stealing
dition.
For
sale
up to the standard set by the star.
at her home on the Minibres at 2 the Philippines are not a white man's has made his escape. Deputy Sher
On the whole the performance was
o'clock that morning. Potter was on country.
Nevertheless the islands iff Hovt y, who wps In Albuquerque
Jeioin. K. Jerome says Americans
ad
his way to the Gila reserve camp, on are richer than Java or India, wher"
ago. described McVan ns be laugh a: Mark Twaiji as a mat er of clean and harmonious; it showed vigdays
the Seoo, to notify Mr. Grosbieuner the Dutch and English have mad a ln a "bad homhre." and one cf tl duty. Now won't wuneb.idy explain tuiiatile direction; It was played
f his wife's death.
orously and quickly, us fitted the
Potter reached success.
why they don't laugh at Jeronu?
nio?t desperate men lie has had
quicKest and most vigorous of all the
the camp late in the afternoon, and
Vast Timber Region.
jail there In mar.v days. McVan mad
Shakesperean plays.
The highest mountains of central His escaoe hv diteinir through the
returned at lo o'clock that night with
In Arkansas.
Man
Luckiest
Mr. Grosbitnner. Ar'tir resting two and northern Luzon are covered with
walls
of
man
in
am
his
"I
Arkanluckiest
the
till.
tiours, the two men. started on their huge forests, containing some of the
The Yellow Fever Germ
sas," writes H. L. Stanley, of ltruno has recently
Journey over the mountains to the finest htands of hardwood lumber in
been discovered. It
my
"since
Physic.
of
the
restoration
wife's
The
Best
Mimbres, which plate they expected the world. The forests in this part of
bears a closo resemblance to the maWhen you want a physic that tt mild health after five years of continuous laria germ. To free the system from
to reach by b o'clock, the next morn- the island have never felt the woodgerms, the most effective
ing, barring accidents.
Potter's ride man's axe. There are two billion dol- In effect, take Chamberlain's Stomach coughing and bleeding from the luugs
llr U'lno'a Vow T .If Pills.
from the Mimbres to the Seco and lars' worth of lumlier In the Philip- and Liver '"'ablets. Price 23 cents. and I owe my good fortune to the rr.m.,,1..
medicine,
greatest
Dr.
King's
world's
back to the Mimbres, a distance of pines that will be available through Kvery box warranted. Get a freo sam
C.unraiteod to cure all diseases due to
Discovery
fur Consumption malaria ioison and constipation. 25c
nearly 11 miles, without changing improved transportation facilities.
and gentle, easy to take and pleasant New
which I know from experience will at all drut,t,u,ts.
horses, over rough mountain trails
There aro wonderful opportunities pie ut any drug store and try them.
cure consumption if taken In time.
over buow capped mountains and for American vapltal in the PhilipHourke Cochran dt tiles the report
swollen streams, within twenty-fou- r
pines. Already the American planter
Maurice Wood of New York, won My wife lm proved with the lirt bothours, Is a record sufticient to make Is here, lu Hyombong there is a fine the small ur Sliced skating chauiplon-bi- p tle ami twelve bottles complete.! the that he is to be married to Mrs. .lack
Teddy, the strenuous, envious for coffee plantation of ii'i acres, planted
Cures the worst coughs and (Jardner. It is not pro'.abln that
in N, w York the other day. His cure."
years to come. Mr. Grosbrenner bus Just a j ear ago, by Governor Knight time tor one-hamoney refunded. At all dru
liourke will take any kind of steps
mile was 1:32.. one colds or r,uc
the deep sympathy of his many of this province. The trees are knee mile "5:
and fl'Kt. Trial bottle that will take away from uimself tho
5
and three miles 10:12 gists.
free.
high already.
JrlenUs here in his sad affliction.
opportunity of doing all the talking.
SPECIAL
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SYSTEM
Shortest

and quickest

Una

Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and

from
Colo-

rado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and west. Time aa quick
and rates as low aa by other lines,

old-tim- e

PULLMAN
DININQ
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On

II

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

D.5R.G.system
CIITI l Ft
DllAl til ...
... OllX
It PntVII
Effective December JO, J 905
Eastbound.

I

Han-(tun-

DE

"Scenic Line of the World"

-

No. 42C,

Westbound.
Stations.

No. 425.

,

3:00

am

4:35 a m
7 : 30

)

1

lf

HARVEY

ROADBED

r

c.--

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louia, Chicago,
and all point North and East by the

te oor ftlmds a beautiful
BONBON BOX,
in colors. It Is a beauty for the
stamps
is asked as a
cents
Ten
lo
dressing table.
measure of rood fait h and to cover cost o( Cascarets,
7IS
with whlcfc itBVailnty trinket is loaded.
mentioning this paper. Address
Send
want to

Seat In chair

EI Paso & Southwestern System

ANGELONI MAKES THE

BAGGAGE"

99999.9

FRE.E.

Slight extra charge for berth,
free.

Communication Made Easy

French-designe- d.

CAME IN ON THE "BLIND

o,

A
COLONIST TICKET, ALBUQUERQUE TO CALIFORNIA. DAILY,
FEBRUARY 15 to APRIL 7.

$25.00 FOR

DUSTLESS

round-cornere- d

ut

1890.

This
man. who was
left motherless as a babe, whose
father perished in a mine, who mar
ried a girl who was n "Little Mother''
at 8 years of age, and who has homed
in the shadow of the coal tipple In
Rood season and bad, will be in the
world's eye from now on trebly magnified.
The life of the better class of miners' family is lived consistently by the
better half and children of John
Mitchell, president of the United Mine

PROBABLY

close friend of John Mitchell and aided him to an education. He performed
the marriage ceremony of the miners
leader and his bride, who was a Car-lin- .
III., girl.
Mrs. Mitchell is decidedly domestic
In her tastes, and an little spoiled by
her husband's eminence as a woman
can be.

ntDiiittritrii

Japanese.

Pullman.

Y

at Albuquerque
for tourist
sleeper booklet

Cascarets are as safe to
use constantly as they are
pleasant to take.
They are purposely put up like candy,
so you must eat them slowly and let them
go down gradually with the saliva', which
is In itself, a fine, natural Digestive.
They are put up purposely In thin, flat,
Enamel boxes, so they
can be carried in a man's vest pocket, or
in a woman's purse, all the time, without
bulk or trouble.
Price 10c a box at all druggists.
Be very careful to get the genuine,
made only by the Sterling Remedy Company and never sold In bulk. Evey tablet
stamped "CCC."

Bowel-Muscl-

MRS. JOHN MITCHELL AND THE MITCHELL HOME. AT SPRING VAL- LEV, I LI,.

On-hal-

ALL THE WA

fort for economy when you
Fe Tourist

Ask Santa Fa Agent

s

ters In Indianapolis, or traveling most
of the time.
The Mitchells own their own home.
l
It is a double frame house.
Is rented to another family. The four
children go to the Immaculate Conception parish school. Richard, the oldest, is an altar boy In the church. The
Rev. John F. Power, the priest, Is a

You do not sacrifice com-

SB

TWA.

IliJi mmsjm

And they worship him, like the legionaries of Franco worshiped Napoleon.
Thai's what makes the coming
struggle . although it Is afar off,
the world with Its parent.
Personally, Mitchell is modest, unassuming, simple and democratic. He
lias won the rare confidence' of a
mass that comprises twenty different
iongues heaven knows liow many
different religions by a plain, unassuming devotion to the principles
which union labor has adapted as Its
creed, and by a consistent and careful
administration of the trust imposed in
him by his fellow workmen. He Is a
graduate of the pit, with original coal
dust still lurking in the depths of his
lungs. His life has been as much as
ixssible that of a miner in spite of
the high station and vital responsibilities that are his. He is rearing his
family In the homely atmosphere of
the mining town. He meets multimillionaires and captains of capital on
their own ground with courage and
dignity. He is in the prime of a mysterious. Impressive destiny, and at the
dawn of a decisive battle for which
he has prepared with foresight and
prudence unsurpassed
by the very

CALIFORNIA

They do not waste any precious fluid of
the Bowels, as Cathartics do.
They do not relax the Intestines by
preaslng them inside like Castor Oil or
Glycerine.
They simply stimulate the Bowel
Muscles to do their work naturally, comfortably, and nutritiously.
And, the Exercise thf.se Bowel Muscles
are thus forced to Uac, makes them
stronger for the future, Just as Exercise
makes your arm stronger.

The usual remedy for
this delayed passage (called
Constipation) Is to take a
big dose of Castor Oil.
This merely make slippery the passage
for unloading the current cargo.
It does riot help the Cause of delay a
trifle.
more
It does slacken the
than ever, and thus weakens them for
their next task.
Another remedy is to take a strong
Cathartic, like Salts, Calomel. Jalap, Phosphate of Sodium, Aperient Water, or any
of these mixed.
What does the Cathartic do?
the Bowels with a
It merely flushes-owaste of Digestive Juice, set flowing into
the Intestines through the tiny suckers.

1908.

Economy Way

Bowels
Your Intestines are lined Inside with
millions cf little suckers, that draw the
Nutrition out of food as it passes them.
But, if the food passes too .slowly. It
decays before It gets through. Then the
Httle suckers draw Poison from II instead
of Nutrition.
This Polsoji makes a Cas that Injures
your system more than the food should
have nourished It.
You see, the food Is Nourishment or
Poison, Just according to how long it stays
in transit.

FEBRUARY 26,

MONDAY,

How to Exercise the

JOHN MITCHELL, A STUDY IN

dustry.

EVE KINO CITIZEN.

I

am

Pueblo

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

11:05 p m
9:40 p ra

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
(In effect November II. 1905.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
a. ui., departs S:25 a. ni.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. m., departs 12:01 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m., departs
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
6:50 a. m., departs 7:3u a. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p. in., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. in.
No. 7, Mexico it California Express.
arrives 10:45 p. m.. departs 11:59.
No. 9, Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m.
Southbound.
Ko. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15

7:00 p m
Kspanola
1 : 2t p m
a m Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30 p ni
pm
Harranca
11:36 pm
p m
10:29 p m
Servilleta
p m
10:t'0p m
Tres Piedras
C: 45 p m
S: 10 p m
Antonito
8:30 p m
6:40am
Alamosa
p. m.
2:11 pm
12:26 p m Local
lmbudo
freight train. No. 99, southbound, departs at 6 a. m., and carTrains stop at Erabudo for dinner,
ries passengers.
where good meals are servefl.
Arrives From South.
Connections.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
At Antonito, for Durango, Sllvertoi
a. m.
and intermediate points.
No. 10 makes all local stops east ot
At Alamosa, for D.enver, Pueblo and
Albuquerque.
intermediate points, via either the No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
standard gauge Use via La yeta Pass No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
r iu oariow gaugo via sa ua maa No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
lnK tne entire trip in daylight and
San Francisco.
paS8lns. tnrougll the FAMOUS ROYAL AH trains daily.
GORGE.
Also for all points on the
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
Creedo branch.
A. S. UARNEY,
Traveling Freight
Thomas W. Law son won the big
prii- at tin. New York dog show. Anand Passenger Agent,
S. K.. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
other illustration cf the fact that a
man can't lose all the time.
Denver, Colo.
12:51
1 1:00
3:00
4:02
4:32

pm

-
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"It was very simple, so simple that It
Is a trick I do not care about hiding.
I merely told him that If he would
write and sign a ronfesslon I would
see that It was printed In lue otintlay
One Night Only
paper or one of the magazines."
"I don't see how you can afford to
Monday, February 26th
keep a cow."
"Afford it? Why. yon know I'm a
milkman."
"Well."
NEW YORK'S GREATEST LAUGH
ING COMEDY SUCCESS.
Patron of Spirt Corbet t. Fitsim-monand Kid McC y all Introduced
new blows to the prize ring. Corbet!
A
was the first to see the jab effectively,
FitMlmmoim the shift and McCoy the
corkscrew.
Richard Mansfield
was With a Carefully Selected Company
the first to use the (hop. Introducing
INTRODUCING
it at tho Auditorium hotel In Chicago.

In order to make room for our Spring stock
of Draperies we will cut prices in half on all
odd Lace Curtains and Portieres. Some very
pretty patterns, two pair alike.

"Poor Mrs. Suffrance.
feel so
sorry for her. Her husband was Intoxicated again yesterday."
"How do you know he was?"
"While I was walking down Main
street I saw iilni coming out of a sa1

Viaduct.

and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factor.
EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Bulldius, :orin Third Street.

RAILR0A1 NOTES

PAINTS.

MOST ANYTHING

C. W. Cook, traveling freight, agent
for the Santa Ke, was In the city this
morning but ween t rains while cn
route north.
4
Gon-r- al
Manager W. S. Hopewell, ul
t'ne New Mexico Fuel & Iron company,
and
expects to leave for Pittsburg
other eastern points on railroad bust
ness In a few days.
Harry Klsltnglmry left Gallup to accept a position on the Zunl Mountain
railroad. Mr. KJslingbury, who Is a
locomotive engineer by trade, will be
engineer on one of the mountain locomotives.
Contractor C. V. Whitney was in
the city Sunday from his headquarters
In Helen, returning to mat place lasi
evening. He states that work on the
cut-of- f
is progressing rapidly with the
fine weather now prevailing.
There Is a bigger demand for Gallup coal than can be filled, says the
Republican. Recently It was reported that, one of the local companies received an order from the Mexican Central for 800 cars of coal. There were
so many orders ahead that It was Impossible for the local company to fill
the Mexican road's order.

The Citizen ha just received the
latest folder issued by the Santa Fe
road for the benefit of tourist sleeper

It Is profusely illusexcursionists.
s
of the southtrated with
west, notably the Alvarndo hotel and
depot, showing dining room and lunch
moms of this big hotel; Indian dance
at Iaguna; the petrified forest leyond
Gallup; El Tovar hotel at the Grand
Canyon, and many other choice views,
and scenery of m the southwest.
m
half-tone-

The scarcity of cars In the local
yards this morning speaks eloquently
of the dispatch with which the Santa
Fe is handling trains at present. During the twenty-fou- r
hours ending with
this morning, sixteen freight trains arrived In the local yards, seven coming
from the north, seven from the west
and two from the south, but this
morning there were not sufficient cars
In the yards' to make an average train.
This business was handled, in addition
to fhe eight passenger trains that arrive and depart dally from the local
station.
The opening of tho new Union depot
at El Paso, which will take place to
morrow night, will be celebrated by a
big "house warming." The whole ip-ulacof El Paso is Invited. The huge
building will be lighted from cellar to
garrett, music will be played, speeches
by the leading men ot
will
the Pass City, and thi big dining room
of the place will be given over to
dancing. Tho opening has been set
for February 28. but owing to Ash
Wednesday coming on that date, the
doings will take place one day earlier
so as not to conflict with those who
care to observe the beginning of Lent.
e

en

FORCE

AT LAS VEGAS
SHOPS

BEING

REDUCED

parapgraphs
are
The following
clipped from the Optic:
Machinist Volsky has resigned his
position in tho local Santa Fe shops
and will accompany former Foreman
Perry to the Rick Island railroad.
Machinist Helper Keyes and Boilermaker Helper Clary Harmon drew
their pay checks on the 15th, ami have
never again shown up at the shops,
having undoubtedly left the city.
C. E. Perry, the day round house
foreman of tho local Santa Fe shops,
has resigned his position and will go
to Ihe Rock Island. He lias been sue
ceeded by F. J. Priest of San '"'r"i
nardln.f .
Boilermaker Pat Fagan of the ocal
shops failed to turn up on the morning of the 20th, and on investigation
it was found that he had left the Sunshine territory without warning. A
number of business nun are mourning
his sudden departure.

Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

Established In 1882
An Extra Act: Olio of
F. G. PRATT &TCO.
European and AmeriSole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heektn & Co.'s Coffees, Im
can Novelties
boden's Granite Flour.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

,

SPECIAL

Maybe John I), is at the New

Or-

Hllliboro

HEWITTS

1

Prices -

60 and 75c

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We nave added to our
well equipped laundery
machine with which we can handle
woolen
without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to ui
and we will straighten them out for you.

Order

Creamery Butter
Earth.

Beet

Free Delivery.

Solicited.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

J14 South Second Street.

HAY. GRAIN AND FEED

wmm$

JOHNSON

A. D.

wwm

General Contractor
House moving, well making, water
pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind
mills. Irrigating plant a specialty
Ranch deep well supplies.
Lead Avenue and First Street.
Automatic

Phone

308;
Red 131.

3r-

-

'

Colorado

1

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

!

General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

CURE

THE

LUNGS

Or. King's
Urn Discovery
WITH

The Williams

CONSUMPTION
0UGHS and
iOLOS

"How on earth did you manage to
get a confession from that fellow?"
asked the Scotland Yard man.
"'y (ltar fc'llow'" replied Holes,

Price

?0c

&

51.00

Free Trial.

buret and Uuicluet

THROAT
or

Cure for all
and LUNG T30UB-IX- S,
BACK.

Drug

Everybody Invited to Look Through
Our Large Three Floor Repository.

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUi,',

FRONT STORE.
Kailroad Ave.
Both phonos.

CKX)COC)COCOCOOOCOCOOOOCOCX30
X
i
The Beat Place to Eat

Pollock 's

8

Restaurant
120

WEST SILVER AVENUE.

TOTI A OR API

Both 'Phones:
matlc, 671.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel,
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

ocooocooocciocoocoooooooa
WE GIVE
You he8t satisfaction

7

In

mill

work.
XXXXDCOCOCOCOCOCOC)OCOCOO

ML
COPer

A. E. WALKER,
riRB

INSURANCE.

WOOD

M.

KINDLING

W.H.Hahn&Co
BOTH PHONES
moccayyyxocKxxxxxxxxxxxom

Colo., Red 284; Auto- -

xxxxxxxxxTxrxxtxxxxxxxxux
piiid
mn H
ntCDV
irntnnu
ULUU
LUHUUI1
LI I Lit I MRU
FEED STABLES

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. C. Baldrldge's
yard.

Ton

MILL

&

MILL

exOXXXXOOOOCXDOOOOOOOOOOOOO

-

MEXICO.

Corner Second and Marquette.

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

Crrllloa.......Amrlcmn Block

COKE

CO.,
.

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

W

30000CO0CXXXXX3O00000CIO

SG.OO

NEW

SPRUNG A LEAK7
Turn the stopcock In the cellar,
phone us and w'ell do the rest In very
short order. Our facilities for prompt
attention to plumbing accidents are
such that you will have no occasion
for worry if we are notified without
delay. One order placed with us will
beget more that's why we ask the
one.

Co.

BLUE
117 W.

IT IS NOW TIME FOR YOU TO
THINK ABOUT PLEASURE
and you should look over our very
large new stock of the latest style Car.
riages, Buggies, Driving Road Wagons,
etc., Saddles and Harness.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOW.

PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
Knp warm and nio tho cold
dan bjr wearing a purlucl-UUiu-

the

17. N. T. Arraijo Building.

Frightfully Burned.
Chas. W. Moore, a machinist,
of
Ford City, Pa., had his hand frightfully burned In an electrical furnao
He applied Bucklen's Arnica Salv
with the usual result, "a quick and
permanent cure." Greatest healer on
earth for Burns, Wounds, Sores, Eczema and Piles. 20c, at all

r

Mad. of cbamnla, ralnforcad.
with flannel light, aoftaodoom
fortalile.
Llka Trrrthina lw la Ihla
tore,
wtmta ara guarantea4
to giva entire aatlf action.
Prk.. RLeO
ron Hal By

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

Third and Marquette

Frost King
6r Frost Queen
Chamois Vest

KILLthc COUGH

AND

.

7

ore

O. A. SLEYSTER

compelled to stand trial there.
"Absurd! Absurd!" cried the French
count. "It is more than absurd! I'm
to Ik- - bought off by my wife!
Hah!
Bought off! I am too proud to le
bought off! No, sir! She must pay
all of my delits, und give me enough
to live on!"

ALBUQUERQuFcARRIAGE CO.

.Ttas--

Both Phones

IP

Maybe John D. Rockefeller has gone
to Ojuaha In the hope that he will be

Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor ot & fine horse ot
team see to It that their equipment Is
In keeping with their worth. We bare
a reputation for turning out harness
which hears critical Inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation.
As to the
latter, we will be glad to quote you
cost any time you ask It. Pleas ask.

OOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJSI

Lucero

Has-Been-

BACK OF P. O.

XXXXXXDCXDCOCXXXOOOOOCX)
"GOOD HORSES!"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESS?

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phones

dif-tow- ns

T. A.

"Red Wagons"

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

e

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

C. GRANNIS, Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
Albuquerque,
Mexico.
New

t
m
W

J

xxxxxxnrxxTxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
N. PEACH & CO.

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway. Corner of Wash- Automatic 'phone, 535. Office, 208W
ington Avenue. ALBUQUEIRUE.N.
M.
West Oold Avenue.

ffftSii'iHsw

JdZn

TRAIN

SANTA FE WILL RUN FOUR FROM
KANSAS CITY TO LOS ANGELES.
In order to handle some of the
crowd which will he koIiik to Us
Antilles, Oal., to attend the annual
meeting or the imperial council, Ancient Arahic Order, Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine, which is to lie held In
that city May 7 10 In, ihe passenger
department, of the Atchison, Topcka &
Santa t'n has mude arrangements t;
run four special trains from Kansas
City tn l.oa Angeles. Two of these
trains will leave Kansas City at 11 a.
in,, on May 1 and 4, aud the others will
leave here at 8: 13 a. 111., on May 2
aud 3. An opKrtunity will he afforded
hose, who
travel by eithtr of fnese
trains, to enjoy on hour or two in Albuquerque and also to visit the Grand
Canyon of Arizona. These excursion
trains will not be limited to Shriners
and their families. Any one may se
cure a conimdat ions on them.
A Healing Gospel.
The Rev. J. C. Warren, pastor of
Sharon Baptist Cehurch, Belair, Ga.,
t.ays of Electric Hitters: "It's a God-ento mankind. It cured me of a
lame back, stiff joints, and complete
physical collapse. I was so weak It
took me half an hour to walk a mile.
Two bottle of Electric Bitters have
made me eo strons I havo Just walked
three miles In DO minutes and feel
like walking three more. It's made a
new msn of me." Greatest remedy
for weakness und all Stomach. Liver
Sold under
unit Hl,lntv comtll aiuts.
suarautee at all druggists. Price 50c

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Groceries

"MOZELLE," "Queen of Light"
CORA CORELLI
European Novelty Artiste

leans races.
THE "2"
Or possibly he was at the Roosevelt
Exponents of Equipoise
Extraordinary
Lungwort h wedding.
G rosvenor,
As for Uncle Charley
Anyway,
he
visiting
us.
hasn't
been
he'll have more time to devote to
Beautiful Electrical Effects.
mathematics.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
I
"If were as bald as Jones, think
Seymour Iewinson, traveling safes-maI'd consult a hair specialist."
for L. B. Putney, returned to the
35,
"He has consulted one a wig city Saturday from a trip south.
Children
25c
maker."
Mr. Lewinson reports the merchants
of the southern part of the territory
"How are your United States sena- doing a good business.
tors elected?" asked the Investigator
G. B. Wilson, New Mexico manager
fiom a foreign country.
ror me Standard Oil company, was a
THE CELEBRATED
"Iiy unpopular vote," replied the passenger
this morn
man who had gone to the foundation ing. Mr. for LaswillVegas
visit Santa. Fe
Wilson
cf the subject.
before returning to Albuquerque, and
Philosophic Purposes and Pleasure. will be absent from the city several
Prof. Cnlfee, with his physical ge- days.
The Jury term of district court con
ography class, on Monday
betook
I
themselves to the Coal mountain on venes at the Bernalillo county court
the south side of the village, for phil- house March 19, at 9 o'clock a. m.,
osophic purposes, as well as for pleas- Judge Ira A. Ablwtt, presiding. A
ure. There were about eighteen In heavy calendar Is to be disposed or.
Bottled In Bond.
the party, and they made themselves The grand and petit Jurors will not
before the first ct
quite conspicuous as they climbed be subpoenaed
straight up, one might almost say, March.
Road Supervisor G. M. Pedroncelll,
with a slip here and a tumble there.
had been engaged in fixing the roads
Hyden, (Ky.) Thousandstlcks.
Distillers,
In those two towns for the past three
FRANKFORT. KY.
Possibly when Jerome K. Jerome weeks, and I hat Precinct No. 8 now
took a punch at American humor, he had the best roads In Bernalillo county, with the exception of Albuquerque.
was thinking of Jack Rockefeller.
The Grlegos road is built through
MELINI & EAKIN
Plerpont Morgan Is going to Europe from the river road to North Fourth
Sol Agents.
for a long rest. If It's In Europe, no street, and Is In the finest possible
shape. In Candelaria all the roads
doubt he ll get It.
Albuquerque,
N. M.
have been put in excellent condition,
Antomatlo Phone, 199.
Geofge Washington was ready-mak- to of Precinct No. 8, composed of the
his last trip to the Ohio.
The Citizen office, and stated that he
Mr. Pedroncilli is agitating a good
"Is my horse saddled?" ho asked
private secretary,
roads movement. His idea is to offer
a prize to the precinct that has the
"It is."
IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
best roads, thereby stimulating inter- lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
"And the wagon loaded?"
among
est
"All loaded."
the residents of the
style, go to South Third street, corner
of Grlegos and Candelaria, was of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will be
"You don't Intend to go horseback.
1l8lin the city today on business. While served promptly at any hour of the
do you, general?" asked one of
here Mr. Pedroncilli was a caller at night. Prices will be from 25c to 30c.
friends.
do," replied ferent precincts and by so doing, giv"I most, certainly
George. "Haven't you read in the ing Bernalillo county the best roads in M. GRENADINO & CO.
newspapers that the, railroads have New Mexico.
cut out all passes?"
A Habit to Be Encouraged.
"You seem to be contented here,"
The mother who has acquired the
remarked the visitor to the man who habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
had been convicted of murder in the Chamberlain's Cougi Remedy, saves
second degree.
herself a great amount of uneasiness
TO DATE SIGNS
"Contented! More than that! Say, and anxiety. Coughs, colds and croup,
I'm having the time of my life!"
to which children are susceptible, are
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
are quickly
by Its use. It coun"Can a man read his fate In the teracts any cured
tendency of a cold to restars?"
sult In pneumonia, and if given as
"Yes, if he's a Pittsburg million- soon
as
first symptoms of croup FURNITURE EXCHANGE
aire, and they're In mu.slcul comedy." appear, the
It will prevent the attack
"The English language," remarked This remedy contains nothing InjuriAND STORAGE CO.
the learned professor, "Is being neg- ous and mothers give It to little ones
with a feeling of perfect security
lected."
"Well, you can't expect us to pay cor sale by all druggists.
Furniture Crated For Shipment and
o
much attention to English and devote
Sold on ComTiesion.
Walter Wilmot, trie old time ball
any time to golf or automobiles, can
player is going to manage a wild west
J. W. MASTERS.
you?"
118 West Gold Ave.
show at Coney Island. After two
"What do you know about the pure seasons in the old Western league
and three In tho Pacific Coast leafood bill?"
"Nothing. I pay my grocery bill gue, Wilmot says handling blanket
Indians would be a picnic in comparionce a week."
insurance; real, estate-nota- ry
son to piloting a l 'ting team In a
PUBLIC.
league.
small
Room
6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
In the Hall of
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Unanimously elected General Clias.
Joo Gans is hot on the trull of
II. Grosvenar, of Ohio,
Jimmy Britt and offers the Callfornlan
Georgia Cohan has signed a contract $1,00(1 if he will sign articles to meet
him In a
Brltt Is
bout.
to write a play for Nat Goodwin.
It's
sad to think of Georgia dropping to fighting shy of the colored fakir.
Nat's level.

1

SHRINERS

ihar

CO., INC..

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Taint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
109 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

Staple and Fancy
(

&,

Wholesale Grocers

Thos. F. Kclchcr
OILS,

loon."

"Coming out?"
"Yes."
"Then, my dear, that was pro
he was not Intoxicated."

GROSS, KELLY

All Kinds of Fresh

White Feather

D. EMMONS

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE.
West End of
Cor. Coal Ave. and Second St. Both Phones.

Meat Market

s

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

J.

THIRD STREET

ELKS' THEATRE

Cut in Naif

PAGE SEVEN.
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Belen

Cut-o- ff

of The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

Batea is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Ot 1,000 business and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys SO feet wide, with beautiful lake snd public park and grand old shade trees; publle" school bouss. costing $16,000; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1,600 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishment, in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estlmsted- ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER

The lots offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them lmprored by cultivation); no sand or gravel.
coal snd wood ysrd, drug store, bsrness hop, etc , etc. Also a first-clas- s
modern hotel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST ANp'wEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

first-clas-s

bakery, tsllor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shop, plan tog m'ol.

d

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
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JUUJM BECKER. President!
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WM. M..BERGER, Secretary
at

I
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return to New Mexico, he Intends to
take up his hlode In Las Vesim, and
ninke that city his future home.

LOCAL AND

WEST RA1LR0ADAVE.

OF QUALITY

SMOE

IN OUR SHOES YOU GET THE HIGHEST QUALITY FOR THE
LEAST MONEY. THEY LOOK GOOD IN THE BEGINNING AND
AT THE END SHOW THAT THEY ARE AS GOOD AS THEY
WALKING ADVEREVERY PAIR IS A PRACTICAL
TO THE WEARER DURING
TISEMENT, DEMONSTRATING
PROCES3 THAT IT IS TO THEIR INTERTHE WEARING-OUEST TO USE OUR SHOES.

LOOKED.

;

i
j

t

$2.50 to $4.00
$1.75 to $3.00
$1.50 to$4.00
$1.25 to $3.50
$1.00 to$2.50
50 to $1.25

LIGHT SHOES
MEN'S WORK SHOES
WOMEN'S HIGH SHOES
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES
SHOES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
BABIES' SHOES
MEN'S

PERSOXAL

fVJ

Q

n
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DAY AND WEATHER.
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New Goods
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'A MOCHA

Insures our customers receiving per- foctly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
prices.
them at
hed-roc-

k

F. F. TROTTER
ci l

r

jav

Nos.

118 and 120

T.

Geo. W. Hickox

South Second St

Y Maynard

Fair tonight; colder In the south
east portion; Tuesday, fair.
Sun' rose n mornlr y
6:35 and
will set at 5:51, giving a day of 11:16.
Moon will set at 9:i0 tonight.
The

day has been bright and warm. Cooler
weather would be good for the fruit,
which may bloom too early, and be
killed. Richard J. Gatling, Inventor
of the Gatling gun, died on this day,
1903. The second day of the week
received its name or Monday, or
Moonday, because anciently It was
dedicated to the moon, just as Sunday
was dedicated to the sun.
A bunch of Second Hand Ulcycles
for sale, cheap.
Johnson's Hieycle
Store.
Walter O'Brien of Las Yesns. territorial cattle inspector, is in the cHy
for a few days, on business.
Hon. Elfepo Baca, district attorney
of Socorro county, Is spending the
day in the city, intending to legal
business.
Mrs. E. Hrown, who 1ms been stop-

The Hickox -- Maynard Co.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE

THE BEST.

OUR WATCH REPAIRING

AND

NICEST

AND

OPTICAL

DE-

PARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICAi

TIONS.

I

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

The Arch Front

South Second Street

JUST IN

. .

Whitman
Candies
s
r
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
healtby and wholesome. Choc olates and
the purest of the
bon-bon-

purt.

Barnstt Building

J. H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggist

order

of C. C.

The special committee on trip to
grand lodge convention of Elks at
Denver, are requested to meet at I).
K. B. Sellers' olllce tomorrow (Tues
day) evening, at 7:30 o'clock. L. C.
Bennett, chairman.
Mrs. W. C. rullen of Emporia, Kan.,
who lias been the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. George F. Albright several days,
left this morning on her return home.
Mrs. Kullen and Mrs. Albright were
schoolmates together.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Strong enter
tained Sunday night, at the Strong
home, bin Park avenue, wltn a din
ner, in honor of her niece, Miss
Mabel, and her fiance, Charles White,
whose engagement was announced a
few days ago.
Charles H. Hudson, an employe of
the American Lumber company, and
Miss Amelia Beateuhead of Saginaw,
Mich., were united in marriage, Sat
urday night. Hev. J. C. Rollins offlcl
a ting. The newly married couple will
make Albuquerque their future home.
Mrs. W. H. Hurlmge, Miss Maude
Burhuge and Miss Margaret Me Don
aid were among the many out of town
guests who were here, Saturday night
to attend the Modjeska performance
The alxjve ladies were from Winslow,
Ariz., and returned to that city last
ninlu.
Mr. and Mrs. I M. Collosky, who
have been in the city the past two
weeks visiting Mr. Collosky'8 Bis
ter, Mrs. W. r. Grimmer, left Saturday morning, for their home at Chi
cago.
Mr. Collosky is president of
the Shippers' Guide company ot tiie
Windy City.
returned from
Madam Stew
the e;tst Sunday evening. She was
accompanied by Miss StrausenbacX,
of Chicago, who has just returned
from a trip through the largest east
tin markets, and comes to Albuquer
quo recommtnded by Johnson's, of
New York, and Gage Bros., of Chicago.
ard-Lam- b

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

Ltmfee

First and Marquette,
i

I

i

1

mi

-

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

e,

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

i

"X

$4 to $7.50

.

THE XEW STYLES IX

NOW OX DISPLAY,

BOYS' CAPS
,

fancy shapes, colors and dewigns, Featurnew Spring Patent Leather Tarn O'Shuntor
mid Golf Caps at 75c.
P.OYS' CAPS IX ALL SIZES
A hoot of now

ing

tlim

35c to $1.00
XEW DOUGLAS SHOES

XEW ELGIN" SIIIKTS

$3.50

$1.25 '

SIMON OTERN
U3 Railroad

Aveirawe Clomriier

000Os00C000
ORIOLE

SEED

4

CANNED

0O0O00OtOOOffOfl

GOODS

ARE

THE

l"

BEST

4 4

ORIOLE

A ttsolutcly

MAPLE
SYRUP

PURE
MAPLE

4- -

THE BIRDSELL WAGON
"THE WORLD'S BEST."

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!

MILLINERY SALE.
Steward-Lam-

will close out

b

113-115-l-

and tailored hats

between-seaso-

North First Street
South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
AVrite (or Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
The largest stock west of Kansas City.

the immense stock she has just purchased. Remember the prices, $12
hats at ft; 110 hats at 17.50; $6 hats
at $ 1.50. Everything must go.
ASK YOUR GROCER
NOLDS
BEST," VERY

ooaoaoo

o

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

FOR "AR-

NEW HAMMERLESS GUNS FOR
RENT, AT JOHNSON'S BICYCLE
STORE.
TUESDAY
EVENING
ATTRACTION.
GRAND
CONCERT AND
BALL. COLOMBO HALL., TICKETS
$1.00. LADIES FREE.

ooo

o

OOOOOO01K9OG

sOO9O9OmO9CO0Om

HIGHEST LIVERY, SAIvB FEED AND TRANSPATENT FLOUR,
FER STABLES
Ten contestants have entered for Horses and Mules bought and ex
the declamatory contest at' Elks' hall
changes.
tomorrow night. Tho Lyric Quartet
will sing. Admission 25 cents.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
TUESDAY
ATTRACEVENING
TION.
CONCERT
GRAND
AND
BALL, COLOMBO HALL. TICKETS
$1.00. LADIES FREE.

JO

401-40- 3

ir

week, making a reduction of 25
per cent on every hat now on display
in her sales room, including all Gage
patterns, in order to make room fot

LISTEN

For a moment
and then

Second street, between Railroad and
Coppr avenues.
WOOLEN

MILL

STOCK FOR

THINK!
of YANOW, the Railroad Ave. Pawnbroker, who Is selling Diamonds at
pledge prices, paying no attention to the recent 100 pep cent raise
on them. HE INVITES INSPECTION AND COMPARISON.

SALE.

$3000 OF STOCK IN RIO GRANDE
WOOLEN MILL CO., FOR $200. ADDRESS FELIX, CITIZEN OFFICE.

money.

0mOO9OOOOOOQO

ooooooooxo
4

o

...

NUMBERS, AT
HOUSE
SON'S BICYCLE STORE.

Deirlby

FLORAL
DESIGNS

GEE WINDOWS
122
S. Second

Lggrr'WTTrr'rvMi--

IVES,
119
j

e rL"IST

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto "hone, 718.

C F. MYERS

h

H

'

WM. McINTOSH

.

Auto. Phone 185

Colo. Phone 197

.

K

H

RETAIL 5

Proprietors

H

H

HANDSOME

l'ieees for fillleials. wc.Hini'S.
and ail occasions, exeeu;.,! in a
th; roughly artistic manner
joii
want Homething out of the ordinary, try us.

CO.

5

DON'T MISS THE CONCERT AND H
BALL AT COLOMBO
HALL, TOC. COLOMBO H
MORROW
NIGHT.
BENEVOLENT SOCIETY'S GREAT
M
ANNUAL FEAST OF PLEASURE.

IS NOW ON SALE REMEMBER WE ARE THE EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS OF THIS HAT WHICH
ALL THE LATEST
EXCELLS ALL OTHERS IN STYLE, FINISH AND LIGHTNESS PRICE $5.00.
to
$4.00.
SPRING,
FOR
$2.50
HATS
NEW
IN
SOFT
NOVELTIES

E.L. WASHBURN

JOHN.

HARDWARE

J WHOLESALE

eon-tes-

tettim Special
110
Wast Gold

s

oooooooooo

John Guest, colored, was convicted
of vagrancy, in the police court, this
morning, and sentenced to serve five
days on the streets. Guest has been
singing at tho Carnival show. He
says he has been ottered a position
with the show. As his presence is
not wanted in Albuquerque, it is prob
able that Guest will be released in
time to join the aggregation.
A. Garcia was collared by a blue
coat, yesterday, while he was testing
his lungs, in a most nerve grinding
manner. Garcia was parading up
and down the public streets, yelling at
tho top of hla voice. He pleaded
guilty in police court, this morning,
and was fined $3.

The second animal declamatory
t
by students of the University will
take jil.ue tomorrow night at Eiks
hall. The l.yric Quartet will sing.
Admission L'5 cents.

NO NAME HAT MFG CO

THE CELEBRATED

Two ami throe Pieces, single niul double breasted in
nil tin- fancy colors ami new fni.'cy HhajM-- of tlio eastern
markets.
HOYS' Sl'ITS, Al'JKS TJIIIEK TO FIFTEEN"

,

HATS
. . .

STYLES IN'

COURT

POLICE

the

!

1906

TR Y IT

This morning at the Sacred Heart
ehurch In this city Estanislado C. de
Baca and Bessie C. de Armljo were
united In marriage, Itev. P. Tomas
slanl officiating. The bride Is the
adopted daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A.
R. Armljo, the groom a son of Mr. and
Mrs. Valentine Baca of Cubero, and
lKth are well known in this city. Tne
happy couple will leave tonight for
Los Angeles, Cal., where they will
spend their honeymoon. Miss Fellclia
Cordova acted as bridesmaid, while
Santos Ortiz was the best man.

Bring liitle silk bags, vlih a penny
far each yi ;ir of your age, i
Hie
Guild Hail, Tuesday night.
If run
can't con-.''send the bag. We need

SPRING

TlfK-XK-

SPRING,

WEDDING

BACA-ARMIJ-

all

.
W

BOYS' SUITS

This is the time of the year when
tho weather changes often and sud
denly. You may not need a pair or
overshoes today, but when you do,
please remember that we have a full
line of Rubler8 for men, women and
Children. C. May's Shoe Store, 314
West Railroad avenue.

Madam

1906

NOW OX DISIM.AV,

PUTNEY

L. B.

returned this
ch

Albuquerque, N. M.
'

Steward-Lam- b

Sunday evening from the east. The
lady was accompanied by Miss Strau-senbaof Chicago, who has Just returned from a trip through the largest eastern markets, and who comes
to Albuquerque highly recommended
by Johnson Bros., of New York, and
Gage Bros., of Chicago.
Miss Frances G. Moore, recently of
Denver, has purchased the Iloosevelt
rooming house, and will take charge
on March 1st. Miss Moore conducted
one of the large rooming houses In
Denver for several years, and with
her years of experience in the business, expects to place the Iloosevelt
house among tho first rooming houses
of the city.
Miguel A. Otero was
Sunday, coming down
in the city,
from the Capital City. The
is contemplating a tour of
and will
in the near future,
probably be nway from New Mexico
for several months. Upon Mr. Otero's

CO.

LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

Madam

SPRING,

11

ALFALFA

FEBRUARY 28, 1906.
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IF MA'S QUIT.

Everybody works but molhei,
J. Wallace Raynolds. territorial
She gads around all dav:
city,
necretary, was a visitor in this
floes to women's meetings,
reyesterday. Mr. Kaynolds 1ms but
Takes in the matinee.
cently returned from Washington. D.
Father toils and worries.
answer
where he was called to
He has a good time nit;
C
charges preferred iigHinst him In the
Everybody works at our house
mutter of his reappointment as
Hut ma she's quit.
He successfully refuted the
been
charges and Ills appointment has
Everybody works at Edgar's
confirmed. It lias been said that Mr.
They ptay home at night.
prewho
Kavnn'd would mi" those,
So send us all your "washln' ";
libel,
blm
for
ferred charges against
It'll come back all right.
but tbe gentleman refused to discuss
We lessen all your worries,
this phase of the case. He lias reAnd do your clothes to fit.
turned to Santa Ke.
Send your goods to Edgar's
Mr nnrt Mrs. Edward Han, who
If "yo" ma has quit.
were here visiting their daughter,
who is a student, at the New Mexico
SHOW "HER" A GOOD TIME.
t'nlvcrnltv and who attended the
THE GRAND CONCERT
Modjeka entertainment at the opera ATTEND
house, last Saturday night, returned AND BALL AT COLOMBO HALL,
to C.allun on the flyer, today. Mr. TOMORROW NIGHT.
Hart called at The Citizen olliee, just
"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
before leaving, and stated that tho FLOUR MAKES
TEETH, BONE AND
Gallim neonle are feeling sure that MUSCLE.
they are In tbe artesian water belt.
and believe that a number of artesian
wells can be obtained if people will
TICKETS
BOUGHT. SOLD
just start to boring and bore deep
AND
EXCHANGED
enough.
Tonight, at the Elks' Opera House,
Association Offloo
"The White Feather," a three-aTransitions
comedy, nill tie presented, together
olio, consisting of
with an entre-ac- t
Guaranteed
Mozelle. the fire dancer, in "Visions ROSENFIELD'S.
118 W. n. It. Ave.
of Kobe;" Mme. Corelll, In her latest
European novelty act. the two Hewact,
itts, In their .novel globe-rollin- g
and the "Cameraograph," the latest
in moving picture machines, presenting Edison's
latest novelty film.
"The Train Wreckers."
This should
not be confused with the old film,
"Tho Train Robbers," for It is a very
late production, and far ahead of
"The Train Robber" film. Tonight,
at Elks' Opera House.
11.
B. Borden, who was at Gallup,
on oil matters, ns returned to tne
city. He telegraphed to the gentle
men, who desire to get interested in
McKinley county oil lands, to remain
at home, until tho roads are better for
traveling and the country free of
mud. Mr. Borden says the oil lands
are In the Navajo reservation, and
the roads to them are almost im
CAR JUST UNLOADED.
passable, whl'.e deep snow covers
certain sections of the reservation.
He s.iys Gallup 1b enjoying an artesStrictly No. 1 Fancy Seed
ian unlcr flow eYcltenient. Gns Mul- J
holland, who Is boring a well for the
town, having struck an Immense flow
of water, which comes up above the
outside casing, at a depth of about
900 feet.
ct

ping for six months at -i Pacific
avenue, left this morning for her
home, at Susquehanna, I'u.
Mrs. Albert Kiseman. who has been
in the city some time, the guest of
her mother. Mrs. Albert umnsteia,
has returned to her home in Boston.
A large number of people visited
Traction Park, yesterday, to listen to
the music and otherwise enjoy the
fine weather and ideal day that yesterday was.
The high school students of the
will
Immaculate Conception school
present at tho school hall, "Bread On
the Waters," this evening, at 8
o'clock, Bharp.
W. II. nretherton and Miss Breth- erton ol Clarkeville, where Mr. Breth- ertou Is in charge of the coal properties of the W. A. Clark Coal com
pany, were visitors in Albuquerque,
yesterday.
All Woodmen of the World are ur
gently requested to assemble at the
lodge rooms, tomorrow afternoon, at
2 o'clock, to attend the funeral of
our late Sovereign, Phil Hartnian.
By
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MOW IS THE TIME to buy your Heating
selling them out at actual cost.
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ALL ANti INSPECT the largest stock of Stoves and Ranges
in the Southwest.
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